60,001,000 SHARES FOR SUBSCRIPTION PRICED AT $2.00 PER SHARE
This Prospectus is issued by Main Event Entertainment Group Limited (the “Company”) and is dated Tuesday 17
January 2017. A copy of this Prospectus was delivered to the Registrar of Companies for registration pursuant to
section 40(2) of the Companies Act, 2004 and was so registered on Tuesday 17 January 2017. The Registrar of
Companies accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the contents of this Prospectus. A copy of this Prospectus was
also delivered to the FSC for the purposes of the registration of the Company as an issuer pursuant to section 26 of
the Securities Act and the Company was so registered on Tuesday 17 January 2017. The FSC has not approved the
Shares for which subscription is invited nor has the FSC passed upon the accuracy or adequacy of this Prospectus.
Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offence.

The Company invites Applications for up to 60,001,000 Shares in the Invitation, of which 53,398,360 are Reserved
Shares. A total of 15,000,500 Shares in the Invitation are Mayberry Client Reserved Shares that are initially reserved
for priority Application from clients of the Lead Broker, Mayberry. A total of 15,000,500 Shares in the Invitation are
Mayberry West Indies Reserved Shares that are initially reserved for priority Application from Mayberry West Indies
Limited. A total of 18,595,940 Shares in the Invitation are Key Partner Reserved Shares for priority Application from
customers, suppliers, agents and other key partners of the Company. A further 4,801,920 Shares in the Invitation are
Company Reserved Shares for senior managers, directors and employees of the Company. All Shares in the
Invitation inclusive of the Mayberry Client Reserved Shares, the Mayberry West Indies Reserved Shares, the Key
Partner Reserved Shares and the Company Reserved Shares are priced at $2.00 per Share. If any of the Reserved
Shares are not subscribed as aforesaid, they will become available for subscription by other Reserved Share
Applicants, and thereafter by the general public. See Section 6.5 of this Prospectus for the full Terms and
Conditions of the Invitation.
An Application Form for use by all Applicants is provided at the end of this Prospectus together with notes on how
to complete it. The Invitation will open at 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date, Tuesday 24 January 2017. Application
Forms submitted prior to 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date will be received, but not processed until 9:00 a.m. on the
Opening Date. The Invitation will close at 4:00 p.m. on the Closing Date, Tuesday 7 February 2017 subject to the
right of the Company to: (a) close the Invitation at any time after it opens on 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date once
Applications for all of the Shares in the Invitation are received; and (b) extend the Closing Date for any reason,
provided that it does not extend beyond the expiration of 40 days after the publication of this Prospectus for the
purposes of section 48 of the Companies Act. In the case of an early closing of the Invitation, or an extension to the
Closing Date, notice will be posted on the website of the Company at (www.jamstockex.com).
It is the intention of the Company to apply to the JSE to list the Shares on the Junior Market, however please note
that this statement of the Company's intention is not a guarantee that the Shares will be so listed. The making of
the application for listing by the Company, and its success, is dependent on (i) the full subscription of all of the
Shares in the by Applicants, and (ii) other criteria for admission set out in the JSE Rules. If the Shares in the
Invitation are not fully subscribed as aforesaid, the Company will refund all payments it has received from
Applicants.

SHARE CAPITAL
Authorised share capital
Issued share capital
Maximum to be issued by the Company in the Invitation, fully paid
Mayberry Client Reserved Shares: 15,000,500 Shares at $2.00
Mayberry West Indies Reserved Shares: 15,000,500 Shares at $2.00
Key Partner Reserved Shares: 18,595,940 Shares at $2.00
Company Reserved Shares: 4,801,920 Shares at $2.00
Shares for the General Public: 6,602,140 Shares at $2.00 each

320,004,000 Shares
240,004,000 Shares
60,001,000 Shares
$30,001,000.00
$30,001,000.00
$37,191,880.00
$9,603,840.00
$ 13,204,280.00

TOTAL CONSIDERATION - SUBSCRIPTION OF ALL SHARES IN THE INVITATION:

$120,002,000.00
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SECTION 1: IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS

!

1.1 RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONTENTS OF THIS PROSPECTUS
This Prospectus has been reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors of the Company. The Directors of
the Company whose names appear in Section 8 of this Prospectus are the persons responsible (both
individually and collectively) for the information contained in it. To the best of the knowledge and belief of the
Directors, taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case, the information contained in this
Prospectus is in accordance with the facts and no information has been omitted which is likely to materially
affect the import of information contained herein. Each of the Directors of the Company has signed this
Prospectus for the purposes of their responsibilities, which are joint and several, as contemplated by the
Companies Act.

1.2 CONTENTS OF THIS PROSPECTUS GENERALLY
This Prospectus contains important information for prospective investors in the Company. All prospective
investors should read this Prospectus carefully in its entirety before submitting an Application. This Prospectus
also contains summaries of certain documents, which the Board of Directors of the Company believe are
accurate. Prospective investors may wish to inspect the actual documents that are summarised, copies of
which will be available for inspection as described in Section 14. Any such summaries appearing in this
Prospectus are qualified in their entirety, by reference to the complete document. Further, the issue of this
Prospectus shall not imply that there has been no change in the business, results of operations, financial
condition or prospects of the Company since the date of the Prospectus. Neither the Company nor the
Directors will update the contents of this Prospectus after it is dated and issued.

1.3 UNAUTHORISED REPRESENTATIONS
No person is authorised to provide information or to make any representation whatsoever in connection with
this Prospectus which is not contained in this Prospectus. Further, neither the FSC nor any Government
agency or regulatory authority in Jamaica has made any determination as to the accuracy or adequacy of the
matters contained in this Prospectus.

1.4 INVITATION MADE IN JAMAICA ONLY
This Prospectus is intended for use in Jamaica only and is not to be construed as making an invitation to
persons outside of Jamaica to subscribe for any Shares. The distribution or publication of this Prospectus and
the making of the invitation in certain jurisdictions outside of Jamaica is prohibited by law.

1.5 APPLICATION TO SUBSCRIBE FOR SHARES
This Prospectus is not a recommendation by the Company that investors should submit Applications to
subscribe for Shares in the Invitation. Prospective Applicants are expected to make their own assessment of
the Company, and the merits and risks of subscribing for such Shares. Prospective Applicants are also
expected to seek appropriate advice on the implications of subscribing for Shares, including but not limited to
any financial, legal and/or tax implications. Each Applicant will be deemed to acknowledge and agree that:
(1) he has been afforded a meaningful opportunity to review the Prospectus in its entirety together with any
additional information he considers necessary to verify the accuracy of its contents; (2) neither the Company
nor any other person has made a representation concerning the Company or the Invitation that is not
contained in this Prospectus, which the Applicant has relied on in submitting his Application.
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SECTION 2: SUMMARY OF KEY INFORMATION
ISSUER:

Main Event Entertainment Group Limited

TOTAL SECURITIES:

60,001,000 Shares, inclusive of 15,000,500 Mayberry Client Reserved Shares,
15,000,500 Mayberry West Indies Reserved Shares, 18,595,940 Key Partner
Reserved Shares, and 4,801,920 Company Reserved Shares.

PRICING:

$2.00 per Share, including each Reserved Share.
All Applications must be accompanied by payment for the number of Shares
specified, plus the $134 JCSD processing fee.

APPLICATION:

See Appendix 1 of this Prospectus.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

See Section 6.5 of this Prospectus.

PAYMENT METHODS:

See paragraph 8 of Section 6.5 for full details.

TIMETABLE OF KEY

Registration and Publication of Prospectus:

DATES:

Opening Date:

Tuesday 24 January 2017

Closing Date:

Tuesday 7 February 2017*

APPLICATION PROCEDURES:

CONFIRMATION OF BASIS
OF SHARE ALLOTMENTS:

Tuesday 17 January 2017

Early Applications will be received, but not processed until the Opening Date.
All early Applications will be treated as having been received at the same time,
being 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date. All other Applications will be received
and processed on a first come, first served basis.
All Applicants may refer to the notice that will be posted on the website of the
JSE (www.jamstockex.com) within 3 days of the Closing Date.

REFUND CHEQUES:

Available for collection from Mayberry within 10 working days of the Closing
Date.

FINAL ALLOTMENT AND
LISTING OF SHARES ON JSE:

Subject to a successful Invitation in which the Shares in the Invitation are fully
subscribed, the Company will apply to the JSE to list the Shares on the Junior
Market. If the application to the JSE is successful, the final allotment of the
Shares will be made on the morning of the date that the Shares are admitted to
trading.**

*The Invitation will close at 4:00 p.m. on the Closing Date subject to the right of the Company to close the Invitation at any time
after 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date once all Shares are subscribed, and to extend the Closing Date for any reason, subject to the
terms and conditions set out in this prospectus. In the case of an early closing of the Invitation, or an extension to the Closing
Date, notice will be posted on the website of the Jamaica Stock Exchange (www.jamstockex.com).
** It is the intention of the Company to apply to the Jamaica Stock Exchange to list the Shares on the Junior Market, however
please note that this statement of the Company's intention is not a guarantee that the Shares will be so listed. If the Shares in the
Invitation are not fully subscribed or listed, the Company will refund all payments it has received from Applicants.
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SECTION 3: COMPANY’S LETTER TO PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS
Tuesday 17 January, 2017
Dear Prospective Investors,
The Board of Main Event Entertainment Group Limited is pleased to invite you to apply for up to
60,001,000 Ordinary Shares in the capital of the Company on the terms set out in this Prospectus.
ABOUT THE COMPANY
The Company is one of Jamaica’s premier event management companies. It was founded in Kingston in
2004 by founding Directors Solomon Sharpe and Richard Bair, each of whom had worked in the
entertainment and promotions business in Jamaica for over 13 years. Their collective experiences led
them to establish the Company as a provider of event management, brand promotion and
entertainment services under one brand.
The Directors consider that the success of the Company is based on its ability to recognize opportunities
and navigate challenges. Its senior management is focused on ‘best execution’ and is highly involved in
all stages of the client experience. In addition, the Company has a staff of 149 inclusive of contractors,
who have the requisite experience and expertise in various key business areas. The Company also
provides an integrated and ‘hassle free’ service which permits it to minimize the risk of failure by third
parties, and also to be more responsive its clients’ needs.
The Company is committed to promoting ‘state of the art’ events for its clients, and to expanding its
services in the Caribbean.
See section 7 for more details about the Company and its Group.
ABOUT THE INVITATION
The Company is now seeking to raise approximately $120 million by inviting Applications for up to
60,001,000 Shares in the Invitation, inclusive of 15,000,500 Mayberry Client Reserved Shares that are
initially reserved for priority application from, and subscription by clients of the lead broker, Mayberry,
15,000,500 Mayberry West Indies Reserved Shares, that are initially reserved for priority application
from, and subscription by Mayberry West Indies Limited, 18,595940 Key Partner Reserved Shares that
are initially reserved for priority application from customers, suppliers, agents and other key partners of
the Company, and 4,801,920 Company Reserved Shares that are initially reserved for senior managers,
directors and employees of the Company. All Shares in the Invitation are priced at the Invitation Price of
$2.00 each.
USE OF PROCEEDS
The Board intends to use the proceeds of the Invitation :
•

To purchase equipment for use in the business in order to attract and service increased numbers
of customers (both contracted and one-off);

•

To upgrade and expand the Company’s operations islandwide in order to reduce service
delivery times and costs;

•

For working capital and general corporate purposes;
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•

and also, to pay the expenses of the Invitation, which the Directors believe will not exceed $12.5
million (inclusive of brokerage fees, legal fees, accountant’s fees, Registrar’s fees, filing fees,
initial listing fees, marketing expenses, and GCT).

DIVIDEND POLICY
If the Invitation is successful and the Shares are admitted to listing on the Junior Market, the Board
expects to distribute not less than 25% of its after-tax earnings to shareholders in the form of cash
dividends.
HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION FOR SHARES
Those investors who are interested in subscribing for Shares should read this Prospectus in its entirety
and the full terms and conditions of the Invitation set out in Section 6.4, and then complete the
Application set out in Appendix 1.
ON BEHALF OF MAIN EVENT ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED
Yours sincerely,

!

!
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SECTION 4: DEFINITIONS USED IN THIS PROSPECTUS
TERM

!

MEANING!

Act!

means the Companies Act, 2004!

affiliates!

has the meaning given to such term by the Act!

Allotment!

means the allotment of the Shares in the Invitation to successful Applicants
by the Company !

Applicant(s)!

means a person (being an individual or a body corporate resident in
Jamaica, whether a Reserved Share Applicant or a member of the general
public) who submits an Application!

Application(s)!

means the form of application to be used by all Applicants who wish to
make an offer to subscribe for Shares in the Invitation, which is set out in
Appendix 1!

Articles of Incorporation!

means the Articles of Incorporation of the Company adopted by the
shareholders of the Company on Monday 16 January 2017, together with
any amendments thereto from time to time!

Audited Financial
Information!

means the audited financial statements of the Company for each of the
annual reporting periods ended 31 October, from 2011 to 2015, as set out
in Section 10 !

Auditor!

means BDO Chartered Accountants!

Auditor’s Report!

means the independent report of the Auditor in relation to the Audited
Financial Information, as set out in Section 10 !

BDO

means BDO, Chartered Accountants, 26 Beechwood Avenue, Kingston 5,
Saint Andrew, being the independent external auditor of the
Company

Board

!

means the Board of Directors of the Company!

Company!

means Main Event Entertainment Group Limited, a company incorporated in
Jamaica with its registered office at 70-72 Lady Musgrave Road, Kingston
10, Saint Andrew!

Company Reserved Shares

means the 4,801,920 Shares in the Invitation that are reserved for initial
application by employees, senior managers and directors of the Company,
subject to the Terms and Conditions

Closing Date!

means the date on which the Invitation closes at 4:00 p.m., being Tuesday 7
February 2017, subject to the right of the Company to shorten or extend the
Closing Date in the circumstances described in this Prospectus!

Lead Broker!

means Mayberry, the lead broker to the Company in the Invitation!

Director(s)!

means a director of the Board of the Company whose name and details are
set out in Section 8 of this Prospectus!
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Forward Looking
Statement(s)!

means the forward looking statements referred to in Section 5 of this
Prospectus which are disclaimed by the Company on the terms and for the
reasons set out therein!

FSC!

means the Financial Services Commission of 39-43 Barbados Avenue,
Kingston 5, Saint Andrew, Jamaica!

Financial Information!

means the Audited Financial Information and the Unaudited Financial
Information !

GCT!

means General Consumption Tax charged in accordance with the General
Consumption Tax Act of Jamaica!

Group!

means the Company and its holding company, MEEG Holdings Limited!

holding company!

has the meaning given to such term by the Act!

Invitation!

means the invitation to subscribe for 60,001,000 Shares made by the
Company to prospective investors inclusive of the Reserved Share
Applicants, on the terms and conditions set out in this Prospectus!

Invitation Price!

means $2.00 per Share !

JCSD!

means The Jamaica Central Securities Depository Limited of 40 Harbour
Street, Kingston, Jamaica, the Registrar !

JSE!

means The Jamaica Stock Exchange Limited of 40 Harbour Street, Kingston,
Jamaica!

Junior Market!

means the Junior Market trading platform of the JSE established April 2009 !

Key Partners

means a customer supplier agent or other key partner of the Company as
determined by the Directors in their sole discretion

Key Partner Reserved
Shares

means the 18,595,940 Shares in the Invitation that are reserved for initial
application by customers, suppliers, agents and other key partners of the
Company, subject to the Terms and Conditions

Opening Date!

means the date on which the Invitation opens at 9:00 a.m., being Tuesday
24 January 2017!

Prospectus!

means this document dated Tuesday 17 January 2017 which constitutes a
prospectus for the purposes of the Companies Act, 2004 and the Securities
Act!

Mayberry!

means Mayberry Investments Limited, a company incorporated in Jamaica
with its registered office address at 1½ Oxford Road, Kingston 5, Saint
Andrew, being the Lead Broker!

Mayberry Client Reserved
Share(s)!

means 15,000,500 Shares in the Invitation that are initially reserved for
priority Application from clients of Mayberry, subject to the Terms and
Conditions!

Mayberry West Indies
Reserved Share(s)

means 15,000,500 Shares in the Invitation that are initially reserved for
priority Application from Mayberry West Indies Limited.
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MEEG Holdings Limited!

means MEEG Holdings Limited, an international business company
incorporated in St. Lucia with its registered office at 10 Manoel Street,
Castries, Saint Lucia, being the holding company of the Company!

Registrar!

means the JCSD, being the registrar and transfer agent of the Company in
the Invitation!

Reserved Share(s)!

means the Mayberry Client Reserved Shares, the Mayberry West Indies
Reserved Shares, the Key Partner Reserved Shares and the Company
Reserved Shares!

Share(s)!

means the ordinary shares in the capital of the Company, inclusive of the
Shares in the Invitation, where the context so requires!

Shareholders!

means the holders of the Shares!

Terms and Conditions!

means the terms and conditions of the Invitation set out in Section 6.5 of
this Prospectus !

Unaudited Financial
Information!

means the unaudited financial information in respect of the period ended 30
September 2016 set out in Section 10!

$!

means Jamaican dollars unless otherwise indicated!

In addition to the foregoing, all references in this Prospectus to the singular shall include the plural and all
references to the plural shall include the singular; and the masculine gender shall include the feminine gender, and
vice – versa, in each case, as the context shall require, and clause headings shall be for the sake of convenience
only.
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SECTION 5: DISCLAIMER – FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Prospectus may contain ‘forward-looking statements’, which include but may not be limited to
statements of expectations and/or future plans or future prospects of the Company, and/or financial
projections in relation to the Company.

When used in this Prospectus, the words "anticipates",

"believes", "expects", "intends", “considers”, “forecasts”, “projects” and similar expressions, as they
relate to the Company, are intended to identify forward looking statements.
Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties. This is because forwardlooking statements are not about historical facts, and they are only considered by the Directors to be
reasonably accurate as of the date they are made, taking into account any assumptions set out in this
Prospectus for that purpose.

Although the Directors believe that they have made reasonable

assumptions, that are reasonably correct as at the time that they are made, forward looking statements
may nonetheless be influenced by factors that could cause actual outcomes and results to be materially
different from those set out in this Prospectus.
There are important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in forwardlooking statements, certain of which are beyond the Company's control. These factors include, without
limitation, the following:
• economic, social and other conditions prevailing both within and outside of Jamaica, including actual
rates of growth of the Jamaican and CARICOM regional economies, instability and volatility in
domestic interest rates and regional and international exchange rates
• adverse climatic events and natural disasters
• unfavourable market receptiveness to the Company’s products and services, whether existing or in
future
• changes in any legislation or policy affecting the regulation of the Company that have adverse effects
on the business of the Company
•

any other factor negatively impacting on the Company whether or not it is currently known, or
identified in this Prospectus

As a result, prospective Applicants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking
statements because future events or circumstances could cause the actual prospects and results of the
Company to differ materially.
Once this Prospectus has been signed by or on behalf of the Company, and prior to the admission of the
Shares to listing on the Junior Market of the JSE, the Company undertakes no obligation to update
publicly or revise any forward looking statements in light of new information or future events, including
changes in the Company's financial or regulatory position, or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated
events (subject to any legal or regulatory requirements for such disclosure to be made).
Neither the FSC nor any Government agency or regulatory authority in Jamaica has made any
determination on the accuracy or adequacy of the matters contained in this Prospectus.
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SECTION 6: THE INVITATION
6.1

GENERAL INFORMATION

Prospective Applicants should read this Prospectus carefully. Persons who wish to subscribe for Shares
in the Invitation should review the Terms and Conditions of the Invitation in Section 6.5, before
completing the Application in Appendix 1. By submitting an Application, an Applicant is deemed to
have accepted all such Terms and Conditions.
6.2

THE INVITATION

The Company invites Applications for up to 60,001,000 Shares in the Invitation. Of those Shares, up to
53,398,360 Shares are Reserved Shares. All Shares in the Invitation, including the Reserved Shares are
priced at $2.00 per Share. If any of the Reserved Shares in any category are not subscribed by the
persons entitled to them they will be available for subscription by other Reserved Share Applicants, and
thereafter the general public.
The Invitation will open at 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date, Tuesday 24 January 2017 and will close at
4:00 p.m. on the Closing Date, Tuesday 7 February 2017 subject to the right of the Company to: (a)
close the subscription list at any time after 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date once Applications for all of
the Shares in the Invitation are received, and (b) extend the Closing Date for any reason, provided that it
does not extend beyond the expiration of 40 days after the publication of this prospectus for the
purposes of section 48 of the Companies Act. In either case an informational notice will be posted on
the website of the JSE - www.jamstockex.com
6.3

MINIMUM FUNDRAISING FOR SUCCESSFUL INVITATION

For the purposes of the requirement set out in section 48 of the Act, the minimum amount which, in the
opinion of the Directors, must be received by the Company in order to provide for the matters set out in
paragraph 2 of the Third Schedule to the Act is $120 million.
6.4

USE OF PROCEEDS

The Company seeks to raise approximately $120 million by inviting Applications for subscription for up
to 60,001,000 new Shares from investors.
The Directors consider that the proceeds of a successful Invitation will enable the Company to increase
revenue by providing better service to existing and new customers, and to reduce expenses associated
with logistics and service delivery.
The Board intends to use the proceeds of the Invitation in order to purchase equipment in order to
service more clients at any given time, and to upgrade and expand the Company’s operations
islandwide in order to provide better and more efficient service delivery. The Company will also use the
funds for working capital and general corporate purposes, and to pay the expenses of the Invitation out
of the fundraising, which the Directors expect will not exceed $12.5 million. See the letter at Section 3
of the Prospectus for more details.
6.5

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.

Status and Minimum Age of Applicants
Applicants must be at least 18 years old.
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2.

Application Form
All Applicants (whether Reserved Share Applicants, or members of the general public) must
submit the Application provided at Appendix 1 to this Prospectus. Additionally, Reserved Share
Applicants must specify their status on the Application and provide reasonably verifiable proof of
their identity.
Applicants who are exempt from the payment of withholding tax on dividends received should
so specify in their Application setting out evidence of the exemption. The Registrar (acting in its
sole discretion) must be satisfied with any such evidence before processing any payment on a
withholding tax exempt basis.

3.

Reserved Shares
There are 15,000,500 Mayberry Client Reserved Shares in the Invitation are for priority
application from clients of Mayberry. A total of 15,000,500 Shares in the Invitation are reserved
for priority Application from Mayberry West Indies Limited. A total of 18,595,940 Shares in the
Invitation are reserved for priority Application from customers, suppliers, agents and other Key
Partners of the Company. A further 4,801,920 Shares in the Invitation are Company Reserved
Shares reserved for priority Application by senior managers, directors and employees of the
Company. If any of the Reserved Shares are not subscribed as aforesaid, they will be offered for
subscription by other Reserved Share Applicants, and thereafter by the General Public. All
Reserved Shares will be allotted on a first come first serve basis by the Directors of the
Company, acting in their sole discretion.

4.

Acceptance of Terms and Conditions by Applicants
All Applicants will be deemed to have accepted the terms and conditions of the Invitation and
any other terms and conditions set out in this Prospectus, including those set out in this Section
6.5 and the Application in Appendix 1.

5.

Further Acknowledgments by Applicants
Each Applicant further acknowledges and agrees that:
(a)

he/she has been afforded a meaningful opportunity to review this Prospectus (including
the terms and conditions in this Section 6.5), and to gather and review all additional
information considered by him/her to be necessary to verify the accuracy of the
information contained in this Prospectus;

(b)

he/she has not relied on any person other than the Company and the Directors,
each of whom have individual and collective responsibility for the contents of
this Prospectus, in connection with his/her investigation of the accuracy of such
information or his/her investment decision;

(c)

no person has made any representation concerning the Company or this Prospectus not
contained herein, on which the Applicant has relied in submitting his/her Application;
and

(d)

he/she has made his/her own assessment of the Company, and the merits and risks of
subscribing for Shares, inclusive of taking advice (or waiving the need for such advice) in
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relation on the financial and legal implications of subscribing for Shares and the tax
implications thereof.
6.

Minimum Application
Applications from the general public must request a minimum of 1,000 Shares and be made in
multiples of 5,000. Applications in other denominations will not be processed or accepted.

7.

Share Price Information
All Shares are priced at the Invitation Price of $2.00 per Share. Payment for the Shares must be
made at the time of Application in accordance with paragraph 8.
JCSD Processing Fee Applies
A processing fee of $134 per Application (inclusive of GCT) is payable to the Registrar.
Applicants should remember to include the processing fee in their calculations of amounts
payable to the Company.

8.

How to Make Payments
All Applications must be accompanied by the appropriate payment in the form of either:
(a)

a manager's cheque made payable to “Mayberry Investments Limited”, or

(b)

authorisation from the Applicant on the Application, instructing Mayberry to make
payment from cleared funds held in an investment account in the Applicant's name at
Mayberry, or

(c)

transfer in the Real Time Gross Settlement (“RTGS”) system to Mayberry, in the case of
payments of $1 million or more.

All completed Applications must be delivered to Mayberry at 1 ½ Oxford Road, Kingston 5, St.
Andrew.
9.

Early Applications and Order of Processing of Applications
Applications submitted to Mayberry in advance of the Opening Date will be received and
checked for completeness, but not processed. All such advance Applications will be treated as
having been received at 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date, Tuesday 24 January 2017.

All

Applications received from 9:00 a.m. onwards on the Opening Date will be time stamped for
processing in the order in which they were received and dealt with in that same order (e.g. on a
first come first served basis).
10.

Company’s Discretions as to Acceptance of Applications and Allotment of Shares
The Company may:
(a)

accept or reject any Application in whole or part without giving reasons, and neither the
Company nor its Directors or agents shall be required to provide reasons for decisions or
be liable to any Applicant or any other person for doing so;

(b)

allot Shares to Applicants on a basis to be determined by it in its sole discretion, including
on a pro rata basis in the event the Invitation is oversubscribed; and
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(c)

treat multiple Applications by any person (whether in individual or joint names) as a single
Application.

11.

When Binding Contract is Formed
Neither the submission of an Application by an Applicant nor its receipt by the Company will
result in a binding contract between the Applicant and the Company. Only the allotment of
Shares by the Company to an Applicant (whether such Shares represent all or part of those
specified by the Applicant in his/her Application) will result in a binding contract under which
the Applicant will be deemed to have agreed to subscribe for the number of allotted Shares,
subject to the Articles of Incorporation of the Company and the terms and conditions set out in
this Section 6.5 and the Prospectus generally.

12.

When Invitation is Successful
If the Invitation is successful in raising at least $120 million and the Shares are admitted to trade
on the Junior Market, Applicants will be allotted Shares for credit to their account in the Jamaica
Central Securities Depository specified in their Applications on the morning of admission.
Applicants may refer to the notice that will be posted on the website of the JSE
(www.jamstockex.com) after the Closing Date (or the shortened or extended Closing Date, as
the case may be). Applicants who wish to receive share certificates must make a specific request
to the Registrar. In the event that the Company does not raise at least $120 million from
Applicants, all payments for Shares received from Applicants will be returned or refunded to the
persons making them. Please note that the Company does not guarantee admission of the
Shares to the Junior Market and if the Shares are not admitted to trading on that market the
Company will refund all payments it has received from the Applicants.

13.

Refunds
The Company will endeavour to return cheques or make refunds to Applicants whose
Applications are not accepted, or whose Applications are only accepted in part, to Mayberry
within 10 working days after the Closing Date (or the shortened or extended Closing Date, as
the case may be) or as soon as practicable thereafter. Each Applicant’s returned cheque or
refund cheque will be sent to Mayberry for collection by the Applicant (or the first-named joint
Applicant) stated in the Application. Any other persons purporting to collect a cheque on behalf
of an Applicant must be authorised in writing to do so. Please note that the JCSD processing fee
of $134 will not be refunded to an Applicant in the event that the Company refunds payments
received for Shares.
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SECTION 7: INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMPANY
7.1 HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS
History
The Company is an event management, digital signage and promotions company that has become
known in Jamaica for its creative and innovative services, and use of ‘state-of-the-art’ new technology. It
was incorporated on 15 June 2004 by founding Directors Solomon Sharpe and Richard Bair, each of
whom had experience in the Jamaican event promotion industry, having conceptualised and executed
events such as Beer Vibes and Hot Shots and the launch of the Desnoes and Geddes ‘Smirnoff Ice’
product through their former businesses. The Directors consider that the launch of Smirnoff Ice was a
particularly significant moment: under their direction the venue was transformed into a supermarket, gas
station, and nightclub, creating ‘atmosphere and vibes’ for guests of the client. This successful event
was also the platform the founding Directors used to launch the Company.
Overview of Operations
The Company provides a diverse range of marketing, events and entertainment related services
including equipment rental, graphic design, online marketing, project marketing and sound and video
production. This strategy of the ‘one stop shop’ is one that the Company continues to follow because it
offers the customer a more convenient, coordinated service and also, because it allows the Company to
be responsive to the customer’s needs without the execution risk associated with managing a multitude
of different contractors.
From inception, the Company’s clients included corporate businesses as well as individual customers
who understood the need to maintain and expand market share through marketing and promotion. In
its initial years, the Company designed and executed product launches, movie premieres and
sponsorship launches in addition to designing and building carnival floats and trade fair booths. Clients
of the Company began to commission more complex projects, including international franchise
productions.
Personnel
The Company’s management is involved in all stages of the client experience and is supported by a
highly trained and skilled staff of 149 team members, including contractors. The Company’s human
resources team helps to identify, hire, coordinate and train the staff in requisite business areas.
Locations
The Company’s current head office is leased and located at 70-72 Lady Musgrave Road. This is the hub
from which the entire distribution of the Company’s products and services are managed. It also leases
warehouse space in Newport West, Saint Andrew to store equipment and other items used in
production.
7.2

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Although the Company provides many products and services, it is focused on complete event
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coordination, from concept design, planning and organization, to execution of all aspects of any event.
In the conceptualization stage, the Company, through its internal department ‘the Agency’, provides
stand-alone creative development, promotion, execution and event proposals with the use of 2D and 3D
designs, video content and animations. Research is done before providing detailed campaign and event
proposals to ensure that there is potential for added value to the client.
At the planning stage, the Client Services department of the Company progresses the proposal with a
finalized concept and spearheads the project to completion.
At the execution stage, the Audio Visual Lighting, Field Services, and Digital signage teams of the
Company, led by a Project Manager, bring the finalized concept to life (with the assistance of external
suppliers if required).
Finally, at the project close-out stage, a post - event evaluation is conducted and the client is invoiced.
This stage helps the Company to evaluate its own performance, ensure that its client is satisfied and that
the relationship is maintained.
The table below illustrates the various departments in the Company and the products and services that
they offer:

Department!

Description of Product and Service Offerings!

This department is the creative bank of the Company. It provides concept and design
The Agency!

services using global best standards and practices. Product and services offerings
include:!!
•

Creating experiential consumer engagement activities

•

Concept creation and development of full scope marketing campaigns and events

•

Sponsorship management and new business

•

Corporate brand identity development

•

Graphic Design – 2D and 3D format inclusive of logos, posters, brochures, invitations, product
displays, booth designs, interactive displays, and video projections.

•

2D animation

•

Video related products

• Graphic site maps, and event and venue layouts
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Department!

Description of Product and Service Offerings!

This department is staffed by experienced executive project coordinators. It organizes
Client Services!

and leads client projects through the planning and execution phases and provides onsite production management. Products and services include:
•

Event planning and management!

• Staff engagements!

•

Live concerts!

• Expos/trade shows!

•

Stage production and Management!

• TV set execution!

•

Outdoor parties!

• Sales promotions!

•

Product launch events!

• Trade activations!
• PR stunts!

This department consists of the Company’s technical crew and contractors, inclusive of
Field Services!

an in house manager and over 40 high trained contractors. The team gives life to the
Company’s planned events and coordinates and executes all technical requirements
essential for their staging. Products and services include:
•

Stage production and management !

• Tent rental!

•

Carpentry!

• Electrical and plumbing!

•

Construction!

• Logistics and transportation!

•

Trussing and rigging!

• Décor!

This department and its team of production engineers oversees live productions and
Audio, Visual, Lighting!

immersive experiences. It also provides the following products and services:
•

Stage lighting!

• Laser lights!

•

3D mapping projections!

• PA systems!

•

LED video screens!

• Confetti cannons!

•

LED video flooring!

• Pyrotechnic effects!

•

‘T-Rex’ lighting systems !

• Fireworks!

•

Plasma screens !

• Smoke cannon effects!

•

Stage lighting!

• Custom Go Bo Projection

This department of the Company runs Scala Content Management System for digital
Digital signage!

signs of which the Company is the exclusive Caribbean licensee. The department runs
digital or other electronic signs, displays, and forms of advertising and manages their
content for clients throughout Jamaica and the Caribbean region, and boasts over 60
locations in Jamaica. Products and services include:
•

Digital signage

• Content management and design

•

Touch screens, C16 LED tile

• Queuing solutions - QLogik

•

LED/LCD displays

• LED video badges

•

LED board rental (Constant Spring and
Barbican locations in Kingston)

• IT - System administration, networking and
tech support
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The department is also an authorized reseller of LG branded products. !
This internal unit ensures that customers’ needs and expectations are satisfied
Customer Care!

throughout all stages of a project, and liaises with the other departments to ensure
that standards are maintained consistently in the execution of events, and otherwise
throughout all interactions with clients.!
This internal department conducts analysis, which assists management decisions

Commercial Operations!

related to staff, sales practices and the purchase of complementary goods and
services. This department is also responsible for identifying new markets for the
Company’s products and services, and determining when it is appropriate to expand
into them.!

7.3

FEATURED EVENTS

The Company’s success is founded on that of its clients and some of the events that the Company has
been privileged to oversee on their behalf appears below.
“HEINEKEN INSPIRE”

In 2012, Heineken contacted the Company seeking to promote its global brand concept entitled
“Heineken Inspire” in Jamaica. The Company designed a series of events to focus on the client’s brand
values while integrating them more closely with the Jamaican market.
The Company identified the local creative arts industry as a potential fit for the concept, and an
integrative marketing programme was developed which featured a local talent competition for art,
fashion, music and film. The Company also encouraged Heineken to engage in a 2 - year programme to
provide entrepreneurial development and seed capital to local artists.

A mobile Heineken trailer also

crossed the island to support the programme, bringing Heineken experience to different regions across
Jamaica.
One event involved the defunct railway station on Pechon Street in downtown Kingston.

Patrons

enjoyed a rail ride, played in a Games Room featuring the latest technology, or in a Black Room starring
glow-in-the-dark Heineken STR bottles under black lights.
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“RJR SPORTSMAN AND SPORTSWOMAN AWARDS”

Since 2011, the Company has been RJR’s event production partner for the annual Sportsman and
Sportswoman Awards, which are televised in Jamaica. The Company coordinates the event from concept
right through to execution. The Company collaborates with RJR to continually improve the product, and
to ensure that it continues to entertain. The Company also provides sponsorship to this event, of up to
30% of the technical budget for production, stage, and lighting elements in support of the achievements
of the sporting and athletics community in Jamaica.
“UWI TOWN HALL MEETING” (President Obama’s visit to Jamaica)
In April 2015, the Company assisted the US Embassy and its partner organisations to plan and execute
the historic Town Hall meeting marking the visit of President of the United States of America, Barack
Obama, to the University of the West Indies, Mona campus. The Company provided public address
facilities, lighting, stage risers, furniture and decor as President Obama launched a new initiative: the
Young Leaders of the Americas Initiative (YLAI), which aims to expand opportunities for emerging
entrepreneurs and social activists by providing 250 fellowships each year to persons from the United
States and the Caribbean region.

“FLOW SUPERCUP”

In 2014, cable provider Flow conceptualized an annual ‘Champions League’ event for local school
football teams. The Company advanced the client’s original concept by identified appropriate venues,
planned venue layouts and stadium branding, and audio visual services, multimedia and digital signage,
logistics, event launch set up and execution as well as press interfaces and half time running order. In
doing so the company partnered with organizations Admark and Phase 3 to bring value to the public, its
client Flow and a historic event to the Jamaican people.
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“DIGICEL ONE LOVE CONCERT”

For many persons both locally and internationally, Bob Marley is a symbol of Jamaica. In 2013, the
Company began to work with telecommunications provider Digicel (Jamaica) Limited (Digicel), sponsors
and promoters of the One Love Bob Marley concert.

Digicel entrusted event planning and

management, audio visual services, decor, venue layout and design, production, stage and backstage
management to the Company each year since then.

Digicel has also worked with the Company to

develop new creative elements on larger stages, using the most advanced technology available. The
event is now staged at Sabina Park in Kingston and features a larger VIP area to enhance the overall
experience as well as on-site artiste dressing rooms and greater ease of operation with security concerns.

CAYMANAS TRACK “BGLC/JBC DIAMOND MILE”

In 2015, the Company worked with Caymanas Track Limited (Caymanas) to launch the inaugural
Supreme Ventures Diamond Mile racing event with hopes of increasing interest in local racing and
associated revenue streams. The Diamond Mile race itself featured the largest ever purse for a horse
race in the English-speaking Caribbean, and attracted a record-breaking number of entrants for the 14
races held on the day as well as patrons in the park. Taking its cues from prestigious international horse
racing events such as the Ascot Gold Cup in the UK, the Dubai World Cup, the Melbourne Cup of
Australia, and the US based crown jewel Preakness Stakes, the Company created a luxurious atmosphere
in the centre green and also provided infrastructure, production, lighting, and decor. The event is
scheduled to be held again this year and the Company has again been selected to partner with
Caymanas again to drive its future success.
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7.4

APPLICABLE REGULATORY REGIME

Motion Picture Producer Status
The Company was recognized as a ‘motion picture producer’ for the purposes of the Motion Picture
Industry (Encouragement) Act. The recognition of this status is granted for 10 years, until July 2023, and
permits the Company to, amongst other things, import into Jamaica any plant, equipment, machinery
and materials for the building of studios or for use in motion picture production free of customs duty,
stamp duty and general consumption tax provided certain conditions are satisfied. These conditions
include requirements that the articles are imported for the purpose of motion picture production and
cannot be manufactured locally.
Business of the Company
The business of the Company is not currently regulated. If the Invitation is successful and the Shares are
listed on the Junior Market of the JSE, the Company will be subject to the Junior Market Rules of the
JSE and the provisions of the Securities Act that are relevant to issuers of securities. These Rules and
provisions will require the Company to issue (amongst other things) quarterly and audited annual
financial information as well as timely announcements, and to maintain certain standards of good
corporate governance.
7.5

BENEFITS OF PROPOSED LISTING ON THE JUNIOR MARKET OF THE JSE

The summaries below are set out for the convenience of prospective Applicants. That notwithstanding,
each prospective Applicant should consult with a suitably qualified adviser as to any questions of
taxation, inclusive of the types and rates of taxes that are applicable to their proposed investment in
Shares.
(1)

Junior Market concessionary income tax regime

If the Shares are admitted to the Junior Market, under the Income Tax (Amendment) Act 2016, the
Company will benefit from a special 10 year concessionary income tax regime, provided that the
Company remains listed for a combined continuous period of not less than 15 years and complies with
all other conditions of listing imposed for that purpose. The Company will not be liable to pay corporate
income tax in its first 5 years on the Junior Market. It will be liable to corporate income tax at half of the
usual rate in years 6 to 10 on the Junior Market. If the Company breaches any Junior Market
requirements, it may be liable to repay the tax that was remitted. See also the Risk Factors in Section 11.
(2)

Transfers of Shares on the JSE

Transfers of any Shares on the JSE are exempt from transfer tax and stamp duty.
(3)

Dividends

Dividends received by Jamaican resident Shareholders will be subject to a 15% rate of income tax, which
is to be withheld at source by Company as a final tax on the Shareholder. Foreign resident Shareholders
may be subject to lower or higher rates of income tax on any dividends they may receive. Foreign
resident Shareholders will also have income tax on dividends withheld at source. The rate of such
withholding will vary and may be lower or higher than that applicable to residents of Jamaica.
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7.6

DETAILS OF THE COMPANY AND THE GROUP

(1)

Incorporation, Good Standing

The Company was incorporated on 15 June 2004 (company number 68,942). The Company is in good
standing with the Registrar of Companies until 13 July 2017 being the date on which its next annual
return is due to be filed with the Companies Office of Jamaica.
(2)

Tax Compliance Certificate

The Company has a tax compliance certificate that is valid up to and including 16 February 2017 and
certifies that the Company has satisfied applicable statutory requirements in respect of Income Tax
(including P.A.Y.E.), General Consumption Tax, Special Consumption Tax, Education Tax, and also in
respect of N.I.S., N.H.T. and H.E.A.R.T. Trust contributions.
(3)

Capital Structure

As at the date of this Prospectus, the authorized capital of the Company was 320,004,000 shares of
which 240,004,000 Shares are issued to the holding company of the Company.
(4)

Shares in the Invitation

The Shares in the Invitation will be newly – issued Shares of the Company free of all liens and
encumbrances the net proceeds of issue of which will accrue to the Company.
(5)

Dividend History and Dividend Policy

In the period represented by the Historical Financial Information, the Company paid no dividends. If the
Invitation is fully subscribed by Applicants and the Shares are admitted to listing on the Junior Market,
the Board expects to distribute not less than 25% of its earnings to shareholders in the form of cash
dividends. The Board may change this dividend policy from time-to-time subject to the availability of
profits for distribution and / or in order to re-invest in the Company from time to time.
(6)

Recent Capital Re-organisation

At an extraordinary general meeting of the Company held recently on Monday 16 January 2017 the
holding company of the Company approved the following actions in respect of the capital structure of
the Company:
(a)

The re-registration of the Company as a public company and the adoption of Articles of
Incorporation in a form suitable for that purpose;

(b)

The increase of the authorized share capital by 16,000,000 Shares of no par value, from 200
Shares to 16,000,200 Shares;

(c)

The allotment of 12,000,000 Shares to the holding company with immediate effect, by
capitalization of the amount of J$600,000.00 standing to the credit of the Company in the
capital reserve account and the application of same to the issue of such Shares as fully paid
bonus Shares;

(d)

The subdivision of each of the issued Shares by 20 for the purposes of pricing of the Shares in
the Invitation (each with no par value in accordance with the Articles of Incorporation and the
Act);
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(e)

Disapplication of any applicable pre-emption rights for the purposes of the allotment of the
Shares in the Invitation;

(f)

The admission of the Ordinary Shares of the Company to the Junior Market of the JSE; and

(g)

The conversion of all fully paid Shares to stock on issue.

7.7

SHAREHOLDINGS IN THE COMPANY BEFORE AND AFTER THE INVITATION

As at the date of this Prospectus, the holdings of Shares in the capital of the Company (including legal
and, where known to the Company, beneficial holdings) were as follows:
Number of Shares

% Of Issued Shares

Prior To The Invitation

Prior To The Invitation!

MEEG Holdings Limited!

240,004,000

100.00%!

Total!

240,004,000

100.00%!

Shareholder!

After the Invitation is closed, and assuming that all of the Shares in the Invitation are taken up by the
public and also, by the Reserved Share Applicants, the Shareholdings in the Company will be as follows:

Shareholder

Number Of Shares
After The Closing Date Of The
Invitation

% Of Issued Shares
After The Closing Date Of
The Invitation (rounded)

MEEG Holdings Limited

240,004,000

80%

Mayberry Client Reserved Share
Applicants

15,000,500

5%

Mayberry West Indies Reserved Share
Applicants

15,000,500

5%

Company Reserved Share Applicants

4,801,920

1.6%

Key Partner Reserved Share Applicants

18,595,940

6.2%

General Public

6,602,140

2.2%

Total

300,005,000

100%

7.8

REAL AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

(1)

Real Property

As at the date of this Prospectus, the Company has the following interests in real property:
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Description of Property!

Nature
Interest!

of Lessor!

Term, Rental and Other Details!

Property located at 70-72 Lady Leasehold!
Musgrave Road, Kingston 10,
Saint Andrew!

Autumn
Holdings
Limited!

Commenced on the 1st day of June 2015 for
a term of 2 years, for a rental of US$4,000
plus GCT due monthly, subject to annual
increase of 10%. The lease includes an
option to renew for a further term of 2 years
at a rental to be mutually agreed upon, on
the Company’s notice to the landlord given
not less then 3 months prior to the expiry of
the term. !

Property located at 229 - 232 Leasehold
New Port Boulevard, New Port
West, Kingston 15, Saint Andrew!

Seafreight
(Jamaica)
Limited

Commenced on the 1st day of May 2015 for
a term of 3 years, for a rental of J$300,000
plus GCT due monthly. The lease includes an
option to renew for a further period of 3
years at a rental to be agreed by the parties,
but which shall not be less than 10% or the
level of inflation (whichever is higher), on the
Company’s notice given not less than 120
days notice in writing prior to the expiration
of the initial term. The lease is terminable on
3 months’ notice by either party.!

Property located at No. 85 New Leasehold!
Port Boulevard, New Port West,
Kingston 15, Saint Andrew!

Lannaman and Commenced on the 1st day of August 2016
Morris
for a term of 3 years, for a rental of
Shipping
J$325,000 plus GCT due monthly. The lease
(Jamaica)
includes an option to renew for a further
Limited!
period of 3 years at a rental to be agreed by
the parties, but which shall not be less than
10% or the level of inflation (whichever is
higher), on the Company’s notice given not
less than 120 days notice in writing prior to
the expiration of the initial term. The lease is
terminable on 3 months’ notice by either
party.!

Property located at No. 85 New Leasehold!
Port Boulevard, New Port West,
Kingston 15, Saint Andrew!

Lannaman and Commenced on the 1st day of June 2013 for
Morris
a term of 5 years, for a rental of J$650,000
Shipping
plus GCT due monthly (for the first 12
(Jamaica)
months of the term), due monthly. The lease
Limited!
includes an option to renew for a further
period of 5 years at a rental to be agreed by
the parties, but which shall not be less than
10% or the level of inflation (whichever is
higher), by giving not less than 120 days
notice in writing prior to the expiration of the
term.!

(2)

Intellectual Property

As at the date of this Prospectus, the Company has the following interests in intellectual property:
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Trade Mark!

Classes!

Reg. Status!

Main Event Entertainment 35, 37, 40, 41, 42, and The Company submitted an application for the registration
Group Limited
43!
of this trademark on 23 June 2016. The application is
pending and, on approval by the Jamaica Intellectual
(name and logo)!
Property Office in accordance with the Trademarks Act,
will provide the Company with a 10 year registration that is
renewable on payment of a nominal fee.!

7.9

MATERIAL CONTRACTS

The following material contracts, not being contracts entered into in the ordinary course of its business,
have been entered into by the Company with the following persons (“Counterparties” and each of them
a “Counterparty”) in the 2 years preceding the publication of this Prospectus:
Date

Counterparty

Consideration

Brief Details

13 June 2016

Mayberry

5.0% of the value of the
Invitation, exclusive of
GCT and disbursements

Agreement appointing Mayberry as
Lead Broker.

1
2015

MEEG
Limited

Holdings

US$300,000 per annum
due quarterly plus any
additional
performance
bonuses and fees (agreed
annually) exclusive of GCT

Samsung
Consulting
Services
Agreement for the period 1 September
2015 to 1 October 2016. This
Agreement was renewed
on 1
November 2016 and expires on 31
October 2017.

MEEG
Limited

Holdings

The Agent is entitled to a
fixed sourcing fee of 2.5%
of the value of equipment
and service procured from
third parties exclusive of
GCT

Product Sourcing Agreement between
the Company and the Agent, MEEG
Holdings Limited, for the Agent to
source/purchase equipment outside of
Jamaica on behalf of the Company.
Either party to the Agreement may
terminate upon 30 day’ written notice
to the other and in other circumstances
(for bankruptcy, cause, etc). This
Agreement was terminated on 31
October, 2015.

September

1 May 2014
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30 June 2012

MEEG
Limited

Holdings

US$753,524.00

Unsecured Promissory Notes (“the
Notes”) issued by the Company to
MEEG Holdings Limited (St. Lucia)
during the 13 months prior to the
prospectus. Of the amount owing
US$740,204 is principal and
US$13,1320 represents interest
outstanding. Interest is calculated
monthly on an amortized basis. By
mutual understanding over the years,
loans are automatically renewed at
maturity date.

The material contracts include the Real Property leases described above. The material contracts
(together with certain other documents) will be available for inspection as described in Section 14.
7.10

LITIGATION

As at the date of this Prospectus, there were no material litigation, arbitration, or similar proceedings
pending or threatened against the Company as defendant, and/or the circumstances which may give rise
to such proceedings.
7.11

CHARGES REGISTERED AGAINST THE ASSETS OF THE COMPANY

As at the date of this Prospectus, the following security interests (within the meaning of the Security
Interests in Personal Property Act) were registered against the public file of the Company in the National
Register of Security Interests:
National Registration Details
#1012286998 registered 2 January 2014 and lapses on the same date in 2024. Secures indebtedness to Sagicor
Bank Jamaica Limited.
#1012665783 registered 2 January 2014 and lapses on the same date in 2024. Secures indebtedness to Bank of
Nova Scotia (Jamaica) Limited.
#1012665895 registered 2 January 2014 and lapses on the same date in 2024. Secures indebtedness to Bank of
Nova Scotia (Jamaica) Limited.
#1015327984 registered 30 October 2015 and lapses on the same date in 2025. Secures indebtedness to
Sagicor Bank Jamaica Limited.
#1015328995 registered 30 October 2015 and lapses on the same date in 2025. Secures indebtedness to
Sagicor Bank Jamaica Limited.
#1015690138 registered 21 December 2015 and lapses on the same date in 2025. Secures indebtedness to
Sagicor Bank Jamaica Limited.
#1015690138 registered 18 May 2016 and lapses on the same date in 2026. Secures indebtedness to Sagicor
Bank Jamaica Limited.
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As at the date of this Prospectus, the following charges (within the meaning of section 93 of the
Companies Act) were registered against the public file of the Company maintained by the Companies
Office of Jamaica:
Security

Details
Created on 31 July 2013 and registered on 19 September 2013. Secures indebtedness in
the amount of 3,489,146.00 to the Bank of Nova Scotia (Jamaica) Limited, with power to
upstamp.

Bill of Sale over one
(1) 2013 Toyota Hiace
Engine #5L6212182
Bill of Sale over
one(1) 2009 Toyota
Hiace
Panel
Van
Engine #5L6125265
!
Bill of Sale over one
(1)
mitsubishi
L300Window
Van
Engine #4D56LA7668

Created on 27 August 2009 and registered on 21 September 2009. Secures
indebtedness in the amount of of 1,500,000.00 to the Bank of Nova Scotia (Jamaica)
Limited, with power to upstamp.

Created on 30 June 2006 and registered on 24 July 2006]..Secures indebtedness in the
amount og $1,388,034.000 to the Bank of Nova Scotia (Jamaica) Limited, with power to
upstamp.
!
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SECTION 8: DETAILS OF THE DIRECTORS
8.1

DETAILS OF THE DIRECTORS

Brief biographical details of the Directors of the Company appear below. The Directors’ addresses for
service of documents are set out in Section 13.1 and all of them may be contacted for business purposes
at the registered office of the Company.
Solomon Sharpe, Chief Executive Officer
Solomon O. Sharpe is the founder and CEO of the Company. Mr.
Sharpe spearheads the Client Relations, Business Development and
Product Diversification departments of the Company. Prior to
founding the Company, he worked at Desnoes and Geddes and
developed new approaches to event planning, marketing and
promotion, focusing on sporting events in particular including the
Red Stripe Super Stakes, Red Stripe Cup Cricket, Red Stripe Bowl
Cricket and the Red Stripe Cricket Mound and also, music events
such as Reggae Sunsplash and Reggae SumFest.

Mr. Richard Bair, Chief Operating Officer and Company Secretary
Richard Bair currently serves as Chief Operating Officer of the
Company. He is responsible for the day to day commercial and
financial operations of the business, and has oversight of large-scale
projects/events. Prior to forming the Company, Mr. Bair worked at
Cable and Wireless, Porter Brothers, and his proprietary
entertainment promotions business, RAS Promotions.

Donna Waithe – Director of Human Resource, Development and
Administration
Donna Waithe has been a part of the Company since its inception
in 2004. She has oversight and responsibility for Human Resource
management and development, employee benefits, performance
tracking, training, logistics, office management and public liability
insurance and compliance.
She brings her considerable
management experience gained at Air Jamaica prior to joining to
the Company.
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Harriat Maragh, Independent Non-Executive Director
Harriat (Harry) Maragh is currently the Chief Executive Officer of
Lannaman & Morris Shipping Limited. Mr. Maragh has worked in
the local shipping industry for over 20 years, having previously
acted as Freight Sales Representative for both Hapag Lloyd and
Harrison Line in Jamaica. He is also Chairman of the Kingston
Port Workers Superannuation Fund and Metro Investments
Limited and a Past President of the Shipping Association of
Jamaica. His other associations include the Shipping Association
of Jamaica, Shipping Association of Jamaica Property Limited,
Seafreight Agencies Inc., ADVANTUM, National Cruise Council
of Jamaica and Assessment Recoveries Limited.
Mr. Maragh is a member of the Institute of Chartered
Shipbrokers. He has also been a lecturer in the Jamaica National Export Corporation (JNEC) training
program for new employees in the shipping industry. Mr. Maragh attended Humber College of Applied
Arts and Technology in Toronto, Canada.

Dr. Ian Blair, Independent Non-Executive Director
Dr. Ian Blair began his career as an aircraft mechanic with British
West Indies Airlines (BWIA) and extended his professional career
as a licensed aircraft engineer after completing further studies
from B.O.A.C / B.E.A (British Airways) Aircraft Training College in
London, England and the award of a civil aircraft engineer’s
license from the Jamaican Civil Aviation Authority.
Dr. Blair received a Bachelor of Science (Hons.) in Management
Studies (UWI), MSc in Accounting (UWI) and a Ph.D. in Business
Administration (Strategic Management) from Kennedy-Western
University. He previously held senior management positions as
Vice President Maintenance and Technical Services at Air
Jamaica, Senior VP Operations and Development, Port Authority
of Jamaica. Since 2005, Dr. Blair has worked as a Management and Aviation consultant.

Mr. Hugh Graham, Independent Non-Executive Director
Mr. Hugh Graham Founded Paramount Trading (Jamaica)
Limited in 1991 and has been its Chief Executive Officer and
Managing Director since February 1991. Prior to forming that
company Mr. Graham was a sales agent for international
chemical manufacturers and distributors May and Baker Limited
and Rhone Poulenc Inc. Under his guidance Paramount Trading
has grown considerably and is now a publicly traded company
listed on the Junior Market of the JSE.
In addition to his role on the board of Paramount Trading, Mr.
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Graham has served as Councillor of the St. Catherine Parish Council for the Lluidas Vale Division since
2007. He has also served on the Boards of The JUTC, Spectrum Management Authority, Ultimate Tyre
Company, the National Water Commission and also Rural Water Supply Limited.

Tania

W aldron

–

Gooden,

Independent

Non

–

Executive Director, Mentor
Tania Waldron-Gooden is the Senior Vice President, Corporate
Finance, Research & Special Projects at Mayberry Investments
Limited. As the Mentor of the Company, she is responsible for
providing the Board with support in establishing proper
procedures, systems and controls for its compliance with the
Junior Market Rule requirements for financial reporting, good
corporate governance, and the making of timely
announcements.
Tania

joined

Mayberry

as

a

Management

Trainee

approximately seven years ago. She rotated through the
Research, Asset Management, Equity Trading, Corporate
Financing, Risk & Compliance and Information Technology departments. Before joining Mayberry, Tania
worked in Pension Fund and Client Portfolio Management. She holds a Bachelor of Science degree
(BSc. (Hons.) in Geology from the University of the West Indies. Tania also holds a Master of Business
Administration degree (M.B.A) from the University of Sunderland in the U.K. Tania has completed the
Jamaica Securities Course as well as the Canadian Securities Course administered by the Canadian
Securities Institute.
8.2

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN ORDINARY SHARES

The Directors’ interests in the Shares of the Company (including legal and beneficial holdings) as at the
date of this Prospectus, are set out below:
Number of Shares
Name!

Solomon Sharpe

Percentage Of Issued Shares

before Opening Date of Invitation!

Interests in MEEG Holdings Limited !

!

Richard Bair

Interests in MEEG Holdings Limited

before Opening Date of Invitation!

Interests in 50%!

Interests in 50%

Assuming that the Invitation is successful and all of the Shares that are subject to it are subscribed, the
interests of the Directors named above in the Shares of the Company will be as follows:
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Number of Shares after Closing Date of Percentage Of issued Shares
Invitation!
after Closing Date of Invitation!

Name!

Solomon Sharpe

Interests in MEEG Holdings Limited !

!

Richard Bair

Interests in MEEG Holdings Limited

Interests in 40%!

Interests in 40%

The Directors named above are not eligible to subscribe for Shares in the Invitation.
Save as set out above, no Director or other person receives Shares, or options in respect of Shares, in
consideration of the services rendered by him or her to the Company.
8.3

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

The Company is cognizant of its responsibilities to its Shareholders. In accordance with the Junior
Market Rules, the Board has the following committees:
Audit and Compliance Committee
Oversight

of

good

fiscal

discipline,

Compensation Committee
financial Oversight of the Company’s remuneration arrangements of

reporting, timely disclosure, and compliance.!

the Directors and senior officers.!
Solomon Sharpe, Member

Dr. Ian Blair, Independent Chairman
Hugh Graham, Independent Member
Tania Waldron – Gooden, Independent Member

!

Richard Bair, Member
Donna Waithe, Independent Member
Dr. Ian Blair, Independent Member
Hugh Graham, Independent Member
Harriet Maragh, Independent Chairman
Tania Waldron – Gooden, Independent Member!

8.4

DIRECTORS’ FEES AND EXECUTIVE EMOLUMENTS

Each Independent Director receives fees of J$25,000-$30,000 per meeting of the Board or any
committee thereof, and reimbursement of reasonable fees and expenses, for attendance at each
meeting of the Board of the Company, or any Committee thereof.
The Mentor is remunerated in accordance with his/her Mentor Agreement which provides that the
mentor shall receive fees in the amount of J$25,000 for the purpose of attendance at each Board of
Board committee meetings of the company. The Mentor shall not receive additional remuneration for
attendance at meetings in the capacity as director and mentor, and such fees shall be combined.
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The executive Directors’ emoluments at 31 October 2015 inclusive of salaries and benefits amount to
$26,700,000.00 in the aggregate.
Going forward, all compensation arrangements will be subject to review and approval by the
Compensation Committee of the Board.
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SECTION 9: MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
9.1 AUDITED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The Company has been in operation for approximately 12 years, having launched its business in 2004. It
aims to provide turnkey solutions to event management, digital signage and promotions services in
Jamaica and the Caribbean. Services are currently provided to clients in Anguilla, Antigua, Aruba,
Barbados, Bonaire, British Virgin Islands, Cayman, Curacao, Dominica, El Salvador, Grenada, Guyana,
Haiti, Martinique, Montserrat, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Suriname, Trinidad and Turks and
Caicos.
The Company’s financial year runs from November 1st to October 31st. Total Revenue in 2015 amounted
to $1.03 billion an increase of 54% relative to the $669.46 million recorded in 2014.
During the 2015 financial year the Company earned $742.72 million from its Entertainment Promotions
revenue stream, and this accounted for 72% of overall revenues. This increase in revenue is as a result of
increased service offerings by the Company and income opportunities for existing clients, following the
Company’s investment in cutting edge audio, multimedia and digital signage equipment. Additionally,
the company solidified its relationship with one of its clients during the financial year which led to a
number of new promotional and entertainment executions. During the same financial year, revenue from
the Company’s Digital Signage activities totaled $151.47 million, up by 25% relative to the 2014 financial
year. The Company also earned $139 million from its Audio & Film operations, which represents an
increase of 39% when compared to the $100.34 million the Company earned from Audio and Film in the
2014 financial year. The increase in these categories of revenue was mainly as a result of increased
earnings from equipment rental and new corporate client relationships created in the year 2015.
Overall, Gross Profit increased by 56% over the last 2 years, rising to $376.32 million in 2015. The Gross
Profit margin of the company increased in the same period, moving from 35.96% in the 2014 financial
year, to 36.4% in 2015 as the increase in revenues outpaced Cost of Sales. Overall operating Expenses
also increased, largely as a result of increases in Administrative Expenses of $66.2 million year over year,
to total $304.89 million in the 2015 financial year. The increase in administrative expenses is as a result
of increases in salaries and wages, and other general expenses associated with operating a larger
company, including the hiring of more middle management staff, and the acquisition of a second
location at the Kingston wharf. Selling and Promotion declined in 2015 moving from $14.43 million to
$11.66 million while depreciation increased to $41.95 million. As such, Operating Expenses totaled
$304.89 million for the 2015 financial year relative to $231.08 million in the year prior.
The Company’s Operating Profits increased by more than 595% in the last 2 years, to $72.09 million in
2015 compared to $10.37 million in the prior financial year. Finance costs increased by 13% to $11.79
million in 2015, from $10.48 million in 2014. Pre-tax profit of $60.3 million was reported in 2015,
compared to a loss of $105,685.00 that was reported in 2014. The loss in 2014 was as a result of the
spike in salaries and wages, sharp increases in depreciation and amortization levels following
investments in audio, multimedia and digital assets, as well as a sharp increase in provisions for impaired
receivables following management’s decision to undertake a critical review of the trade receivables.
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The Company’s asset base also increased between 2014 and 2015. As at October 31, 2015, total Assets
amounted to $521.26 million, being 59% above the $328.56 million as at October 31, 2014. Property,
Plant & Equipment and Receivables accounted for the significant increase in Total Assets. Property,
Plant & Equipment increased from $187.6 million to $279.69 million, while Receivables increased from
$119.33 million to $206.46 million as at October 31, 2015. Total liabilities closed at $335.53 million in
2015, an increase of 65% relative to that reported as at October 31, 2014. This resulted mainly from a
$64.16 million increase in payables, as a result of an increase in the amounts due to the parent
Company, MEEG Holdings, in relation to a new trade marketing contract and a new short term supplier
credit for the purchase of equipment. All other line items increased with the exception of non-current
portion of bank loans. Return on Average Assets was 14.13% in the 2015 financial year while Return on
Average Equity was 38.5% during the same period.
9.2 UNAUDITED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The company has continued on its path of growth 11 months into its 2015/2016 financial year. Revenue
for the 11 months ended September 2016 increased 11% to $1.03 billion, up from the $926.02 million
booked for the comparative period in 2015. The growth in Revenue was driven by a significant number
of new promotional and entertainment executions as well as increased service offerings and income
opportunities from existing clients. Also, the company continues to benefit from its investment in
equipment lines with revenues from annual and perennial events showing increases. Gross Profit for the
period totaled $394.64 million relative to $346.83 million in 2015 due to growth in revenues. Total
Operating Expenses amounted to $321.41 million, 19% more than the $270.71 million recorded the year
prior. This increase was due to increased General Expenses.
There was also a notable increase of 198% in Other Income which totaled $1.40 million; this compares
with $469,668.00 the year prior. This growth was as a result of a one-off distribution service provided to
one of the Company’s corporate clients. Finance Costs increased by 28% to $13.54 million for the 11
months period up from $10.56 million the corresponding prior period. Pre-tax Profit of $61.09 million
was recorded, representing an increase compared to $66.03 million in 2015.
Assets totaled $599.02 million as at September 30, 2016, $85.25 million more than the $513.77 million
booked as at September 30, 2015.

This resulted mainly from the increase in Property, Plant and

Equipment from $282.50 million to $359.07 million. This increase was due to the acquisition by the
Company of new audio, multimedia and digital signage equipment and also, the acquisition of a new
fleet of vehicles. Total liabilities for the period amounted to $352.26 million, an increase of 9% relative to
2015. This resulted mainly from a $27.3 million increase in payables which represented amounts due on
supply lines for new assets being acquired. Shareholders’ Equity stood at $246.76 million as at
September 30, 2016.
9.3 INDUSTRY ANALYSIS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
The Directors consider that the event management industry in Jamaica is thriving. Corporate entities
have come to appreciate the power of brand marketing via sponsored events and productions. This
helps to ensure that customers both discover and remain loyal to their products and services.
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In Jamaica, the Directors note that an average of 1-2 events per day are held with a budget ranging from
$100k to $100m. The Directors estimate that there are 38 event management companies operating in
the Jamaican market. Of those companies, the Directors consider that the Company has 3 true
competitors who provide packaged event management services. Outside of Kingston and the corporate
area, competition is limited to small - to - medium type event management companies or individuals
who have the ability to rent/lease equipment as needed to outfit an event.
A major competitive advantage for the Company is the fact that it provides a turnkey solution primarily
out of its own resources, so as to minimize process and completion risk arising from the failure of subcontractors to deliver on time. For the same reason, the Company owns approximately 95% of the
equipment and resources that it requires to execute projects in Jamaica, and therefore it is able to
provide more competitive costing, faster service delivery, and flexibility of scaling projects and adding or
subtracting features. The Company’s strategy has been to acquire and incorporate the equipment and
services that are frequently used by it, into its asset base, in order to provide better service delivery,
costing and a robust portfolio of services ensuring a single point of contact for every client need.
In order to ensure it retains and increases its market share, the Company intends to maintain its creation,
innovation and execution of world-class products and services. It also intends to continue being first to
market with new products and services, as relates technology, and shall do all this while simultaneously
carrying out an extensive marketing campaign that will ensure maximum visibility and boost business.
The Company’s management intends to expand most of its offerings within Jamaica and ultimately,
within the Caribbean, to ensure customer satisfaction, and foster stronger relationships in the region.

9.4 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
9.4.1 Revenue Analysis

Revenues have increased over the past 5 financial years, albeit fluctuating, moving from $425.15 million
in financial year 2011 to $1.03 billion in financial year 2015. For financial year 2015, Revenues grew by
54% when compared with the $669.46 million booked in 2014. Over the 5 year period, Revenues
increased at an annual compounded rate of 25%.
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9.4.2 Gross Profit Analysis

The Company recorded Gross Profit of $376.32 million for the financial year 2015. This represents a
compounded annual growth rate of 25% when compared to $153.34 million booked in financial year
2011. Relative to financial year 2014, Gross Profit increased by 56% in financial year 2015, from $240.71
million this despite a growth in cost of sales. This growth in cost of sales resulted from an increase in the
rates for field workers contracted by the Company, and inflationary increases in third party rates, which
were absorbed by the Company. Under contractual arrangements with one major corporate client, event
budgets were not expanding from the prior year. However, venue rental rates, security rates, caterer
rates, party rental rates, fees for permits and licenses were showing slight increases. To maintain client
relationships, these inflationary increases were absorbed by the Company on occasion, to ensure the
success of the event according to the vision and the standards set.
9.4.3 Operating Expense Analysis
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Operating Expenses totaled $304.89 million in financial year 2015. This represents a 32% increase from
the $231.08 million booked in financial year 2014. Over the 5 year period under review commencing in
financial year 2011, Operating Expenses have increased at an annual compounded rate of 26%.
9.4.4 Profit Before Taxation
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For the financial year 2015, the Company reported Profit before Taxation of $60.3 million.

This

compares with a loss booked in financial year 2014 as a result of (i) increased lease charges following relocation of the Company’s headquarters, and (ii) increased wage expenses as a result of re-organization
and expansion of the Company, particularly in managerial capabilities and recruitment of a promoter for
one of the Company’s larger clients. Over the past 5 financial years, Profit before Taxation has grown by
a CAGR of 22% when compared to the $27.15 million in financial year 2011. The notable increase in
Profit before Taxation in financial year 2015 could be attributed to the growth in the Company’s revenue
streams following acquisition of more equipment to realize greater revenue earnings.
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9.4.5 Total Asset Analysis

Assets totaled $521.26 million at the end of financial year 2015, a total of $192.7 million more than the
$328.56 million booked at the end of financial year 2014. This significant increase in assets is due to

an increase in Property, plant and equipment from $187.6 million to $279.7 million . Of note,
receivables also increased growing by 73% to $206.46 million. This resulted from extended credit terms
for some major corporate clients.
9.4.6 Total Equity Analysis

Shareholders’ Equity has increased over the last 5 years, while slightly decreasing in 2014 due to
$125.7m. Shareholder’s Equity increased from $93.33 million in financial year 2011 and was $185.73
million in financial year 2015. The increase was driven by growth in profits which have been retained in
the business.
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9.4.7 Current Ratio

Over the past 4 financial years, the Company has maintained a current ratio exceeding one time with the
ratio moving from 1.19 times in financial year 2014 to 1.03 times in financial year 2015. This implies that
during the period the Company’s current assets were sufficient to meet all of its short term liabilities that
are due for payment in one year or less.
9.4.8 Gross Profit Margin

Gross Profit as a proportion of Revenues has averaged over 36% in the 5 financial years under review. In
financial year 2012, the gross profit margin reached a high of 37.45% as year - over - year growth in
Revenue outpaced the increase in cost of sales. In 2013, the Company took the decision to start
investing heavily in its own equipment which resulted in less outsourcing, and consequently, the
Company earning better margins. In 2013, the Company experienced a lower gross profit margin due to
the fact that the Company partnered on an event which struggled to cover the costs of the event.
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9.4.9 Interest Bearing Debt to Equity Ratio

As at 31 October 2015, total interest bearing debt was 0.96 times Shareholders’ Equity. When compared
to prior financial years this represent an increase as interest - bearing debt has increased at a faster rate
than equity.
9.4.10 Return on Average Equity Analysis

Return on average equity (Net Profit as a result of average shareholders’ equity) has fluctuated over the 5
financial years under review. Between financial years 2012 and 2014, there was a decline in return on
average equity which then increased between 2014 and 2015. The decline between 2012 and 2014 was
as a result of sharp increases in salaries and wages, higher depreciation, amortization and impairment
rates and finance costs as indicated prior. Return on average moved from -0.55% in 2014 to 38.5% in
2015 as the Company benefited from improved profit margins which is expected to be maintained going
forward.
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SECTION 10: FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Part 1: Audited Financial Information
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*.7*/,*4! ,5! -7769! ;0*+! ,0*! )*6-,*4! 4*8*))*4! %+/5<*! ,-.! -22*,! %2! )*-6%@*4! 5)! ,0*!
4*8*))*4!%+/5<*!,-.!6%-3%6%,9!%2!2*,,6*4#!

!

!!!

!
$B&!

!
!
!

$F&!

?*8*))*4!,-.!-22*,2!-)*!)*/51+%@*4!,5!,0*!*.,*+,!,0-,!%,!%2!7)53-36*!,0-,!8(,()*!,-.-36*!
7)58%,!;%66!3*!-=-%6-36*!-1-%+2,!;0%/0!,0*!,*<75)-)9!4%88*)*+/*2!/-+!3*!(,%6%@*4#!
!
?*8*))*4! ,-.! %2! /0-)1*4! 5)! /)*4%,*4! ,5!7)58%,!5)!6522:!*./*7,!;0*)*!%,! )*6-,*2!,5!%,*<2!
/0-)1*4! 5)! /)*4%,*4! ,5!5,0*)!/5<7)*0*+2%=*!%+/5<*!5)!*A(%,9:!%+!;0%/0!/-2*!4*8*))*4!
,-.!%2!-625!4*-6,!;%,0!%+!5,0*)!/5<7)*0*+2%=*!%+/5<*!5)!*A(%,9#!
/%J%?=%!>%DE$?C@CE?!I!!!
!
C*=*+(*! %2! )*/51+%@*4! ;0*+! %,! %2! 7)53-36*! ,0-,! */5+5<%/! 3*+*8%,2! ;%66! 865;! ,5! ,0*!
/5<7-+9!-+4!,0*!)*=*+(*!/-+!3*!)*6%-369!<*-2()*4#!!C*=*+(*!85)!2*)=%/*2!)*+4*)*4!%2!
)*/51+%2*4!%+!,0*!7*)%54!%+!;0%/0!,0*9!-)*!)*+4*)*4#!
!
D+,*)*2,! %+/5<*! %2! )*/51+%2*4! %+! ,0*! %+/5<*! 2,-,*<*+,! 85)! -66! %+,*)*2,E3*-)%+1!
%+2,)(<*+,2!5+!-+!-//)(-6!3-2%2!(+6*22!/566*/,-3%6%,9!%2!45(3,8(6#!
3%#H%H!4!
G*-2*2! 58! 7)57*),9! ;0*)*! ,0*! /5<7-+9! 0-2! 2(32,-+,%-669! -66! ,0*! )%2F2! -+4! )*;-)42! 58!
5;+*)20%7! -)*! /6-22%8%*4! -2! 8%+-+/*! 6*-2*2#! ! H%+-+/*! /0-)1*2! -)*! *.7*+2*4! %+! ,0*!
2,-,*<*+,! 58! 7)58%,! 5)! 6522! -+4! 5,0*)! /5<7)*0*+2%=*! %+/5<*! 5=*)! ,0*! 6*-2*! 7*)%54#!!
G*-2*2!;0*)*!-!2%1+%8%/-+,!75),%5+!58!,0*!)%2F!-+4!)*;-)42!58!5;+*)20%7!-)*!)*,)-%+*4!39!
,0*! 6*225)! -)*! /6-22%8%*4! -2! 57*)-,%+1! 6*-2*2#! ! I-9<*+,2! (+4*)! 57*)-,%+1! 6*-2*2! -)*!
/0-)1*4! -2! -+! *.7*+2*! %+! ,0*! 2,-,*<*+,! 58! 7)58%,! 5)! 6522! -+4! 5,0*)! /5<7)*0*+2%=*!
%+/5<*!5+!,0*!2,)-%10,!6%+*!3-2%2!5=*)!,0*!7*)%54!58!,0*!6*-2*#!

!
!
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!

!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!!!

!

!!!!!!!!!!"#$%!&'!

()*+!,-,+.!,+.,/.)*+(,+.!0/12"!3*(*.,4!

!
!
!
!
!
!
"#!
!
!
!
!
!

!

+1.,5!.1!.6,!7*+)+8*)3!5.).,(,+.5!
9&!18.1:,/!;<&=!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!"#$"%"&'$()'&&*+$("$#),*-"&".!)/&*$(0123!
!
$%&!
/%>#?%@!A#B?C!D@%E?DFDG#?DHE!I!
!

!

'!()*+,!-.!*/%)+/0!+1!+2/!314()5,!-67!
$-&!

0-*/3+%,!1*!-50-*/3+%,!+2/!()*+,7!

!
8!
8!

$--&!

315+*1%.9!-.!315+*1%%/0!:,9!1*!-.!;50/*!314415!315+*1%!<-+2!+2/!314()5,=!
2).! )5! -5+/*/.+! -5! +2/! 314()5,! +2)+! >-?/.! -+! .->5-6-3)5+! -56%;/53/! 1?/*! +2/!
314()5,=!1*!
8! 2).!@1-5+!315+*1%!1?/*!+2/!314()5,#!
!
+2/!()*+,!-.!)5!)..13-)+/!16!+2/!314()5,=!

$---&!

+2/!()*+,!-.!)!@1-5+!?/5+;*/!-5!<2-32!+2/!314()5,!-.!)!?/5+;*/=!

$-?&!

+2/!()*+,!-.!)!4/4:/*!16!+2/!A/,!4)5)>/4/5+!(/*.155/%!16!+2/!314()5,=!

$?&!

+2/!()*+,!-.!)!3%1./!4/4:/*!16!+2/!6)4-%,!16!)5!-50-?-0;)%!*/6/**/0!+1!-5!$-&!1*!
$-?&!):1?/=!

$?-&!

+2/! ()*+,! -.! )5! /5+-+,! +2)+! -.! 315+*1%%/09! @1-5+%,! 315+*1%%/0! 1*! .->5-6-3)5+%,!
-56%;/53/0!:,9!1*!61*!<2-32!.->5-6-3)5+!31.+-5>!(1</*!-5!.;32!/5+-+,!*/.-0/.!<-+29!
0-*/3+%,!1*!-50-*/3+%,9!)5,!-50-?-0;)%!*/6/**/0!+1!-5!$-?&!1*!$?&!):1?/=!1*!

$?--&!

+2/!()*+,!-.!)!(1.+8/4(%1,4/5+!:/5/6-+!(%)5!61*!+2/!:/5/6-+!16!/4(%1,//.!16!+2/!
314()5,9!1*!16!)5,!314()5,!+2)+!-.!)!*/%)+/0!()*+,!16!+2/!314()5,#!

!
!
!

!

!

!
'! */%)+/0! ()*+,! +*)5.)3+-15! -.! )! +*)5.6/*! 16! */.1;*3/.9! ./*?-3/.! 1*! 1:%->)+-15.! :/+<//5!
*/%)+/0!()*+-/.9!*/>)*0%/..!16!<2/+2/*!)!(*-3/!-.!32)*>/0#!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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!
!!!!!
!

!
!
!
!
!
"#!!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!"#$%!&'!

()*+!,-,+.!,+.,/.)*+(,+.!0/12"!3*(*.,4!
+1.,5!.1!.6,!7*+)+8*)3!5.).,(,+.5!
9&!18.1:,/!;<&=!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
8/*.*8)3!)8812+.*+0!>240,(,+.5!)+4!?,@!512/8,5!17!,5.*().*1+!2+8,/.)*+.@A!
$%&'()(*+,!-*&!(,+.)-+(,!-/(!01*+.*%-223!(4-2%-+(&!-*&!-/(!5-,(&!1*!6.,+1/.0-2!(78(/.(*0(!-*&!
1+6(/!9-0+1/,:!.*02%&.*'!(78(0+-+.1*,!19!9%+%/(!(4(*+,!+6-+!-/(!5(2.(4(&!+1!5(!/(-,1*-52(!%*&(/!
+6(!0./0%),+-*0(,#!
!
;-<!
!"#$#%&'()*+,-.-/$0(#/(&11'2#/,($3-(%4.1&/250(&%%4*/$#/,(14'#%#-0!B!

!
!"# $%&# '()*&++# ),# -''./0"1# $%&# *)2'-"/3+# -**)4"$0"1# ').0*0&+5# 2-"-1&2&"$# %-+# ")$#
)-&(!-*3!=%&'()(*+,!+6-+!.+!5(2.(4(,!>1%2&!0-%,(!-!,.'*.9.0-*+!.)8-0+!1*!+6(!-)1%*+,!
/(01'*.?(&!.*!+6(!9.*-*0.-2!,+-+()(*+,#!
!
;5<!

?%C!DEFGH%D!EI!%DJKL#JKEM!FMH%GJ#KMJC!B!

!
@6(! 01)8-*3! )-A(,! (,+.)-+(,! -*&! -,,%)8+.1*,! 01*0(/*.*'! +6(! 9%+%/(#! ! @6(! /(,%2+.*'!
-001%*+.*'!(,+.)-+(,!>.22:!53!&(9.*.+.1*:!,(2&1)!(B%-2!+6(!/(2-+(&!-0+%-2!/(,%2+,#!!@6(!
(,+.)-+(,!-*&!-,,%)8+.1*,!+6-+!6-4(!-!,.'*.9.0-*+!/.,A!19!0-%,.*'!-!)-+(/.-2!-&=%,+)(*+!
+1! +6(! 0-//3.*'! -)1%*+,! -*&! -,,(+,! -*&! 2.-5.2.+.(,! >.+6.*! +6(! *(7+! 9.*-*0.-2! 3(-/! -/(!
&.,0%,,(&!5(21>C!
!
NKO!

7#KG!P#QF%!%DJKL#JKEM!
!
D! *%)5(/! 19! -,,(+,! -*&! 2.-5.2.+.(,! .*02%&(&! .*! +6(! 01)8-*33,! 9.*-*0.-2!
,+-+()(*+,!/(B%./(!)(-,%/()(*+!-+:!-*&E1/!&.,021,%/(!19:!-+!9-./!4-2%(#!
!
F-./!4-2%(!.,!+6(!8/.0(!+6-+!>1%2&!5(!/(0(.4(&!+1!,(22!-*!-,,(+!1/!8-.&!+1!+/-*,9(/!
-! 2.-5.2.+3! .*! -*! 1/&(/23! +/-*,-0+.1*! 5(+>((*! )-/A(+! 8-/+.0.8-*+,! -+! +6(!
)(-,%/()(*+! &-+(#! ! ! G-/A(+! 8/.0(! .,! %,(&! +1! &(+(/).*(! 9-./! 4-2%(! >6(/(! -*!
-0+.4(! )-/A(+! ;,%06! -,! -! /(01'*.?(&! ,+10A! (706-*'(<! (7.,+,! -,! .+! .,! +6(! 5(,+!
(4.&(*0(!19!+6(!9-./!4-2%(!19!-!9.*-*0.-2!.*,+/%)(*+#!!!
!
@6(!9-./!4-2%(!19!9.*-*0.-2!.*,+/%)(*+,!+6-+!-/(!*1+!+/-&(&!.*!-*!-0+.4(!)-/A(+!
-/(!&(()(&!+1!5(!&(+(/).*(&!-,!91221>,C!!
!
;.<!
@6(! 9-0(! 4-2%(:! 2(,,! -*3! (,+.)-+(&! 0/(&.+! -&=%,+)(*+,:! 91/! 9.*-*0.-2!
-,,(+,! -*&! 2.-5.2.+.(,! >.+6! -! )-+%/.+3! 19! 2(,,! +6-*! 1*(! 3(-/! -/(!
(,+.)-+(&!+1!-88/17.)-+(!+6(./!9-./!4-2%(,#!!@6(,(!9.*-*0.-2!-,,(+,!-*&!
2.-5.2.+.(,!.*02%&(!0-,6!-*&!0-,6!(B%.4-2(*+,:!/(0(.4-52(,:!8-3-52(,!-*&!
/(2-+(&!8-/+3!5-2-*0(,#!
;..<!

!

@6(!0-//3.*'!4-2%(!19!21*'!-*&!,61/+!+(/)!21-*,!-88/17.)-+(!+6(./! 9-./!
4-2%(,:! -,! +6(,(! 21-*,! -/(! 0-//.(&! -+! -)1/+.,(&! 01,+! /(92(0+.*'! +6(./!
01*+/-0+%-2! 152.'-+.1*,! -*&!+6(!.*+(/(,+!/-+(,!-/(!/(92(0+.4(!19!0%//(*+!
)-/A(+!/-+(,!91/!,.).2-/!+/-*,-0+.1*,#!
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!

!

!

()*+!,-,+.!,+.,/.)*+(,+.!0/12"!3*(*.,4!

!

!
!
!
!
"#!!

"#$%!&'!

+1.,5!.1!.6,!7*+)+8*)3!5.).,(,+.5!
9&!18.1:,/!;<&=!
!
8/*.*8)3! )8812+.*+0! >240,(,+.5! )+4! ?,@! 512/8,5! 17! ,5.*().*1+! 2+8,/.)*+.@!
!"#$%&'(A!
!
$%&!
)*+,-./01*-,.2,*-345634.7,/71*036473+,!1.73&8(,B!!
!
!$''&!
4%CD%EF#GH%!#II%JI!
!
()*'+,*-)! ./! *0-! 1)-/12! 2'/-! ,34! *0-! 5-)'41,2! 6,21-! ./! 75.7-5*89! 72,3*! ,34!
-:1'7+-3*!,5-!5-:1'5-4!'3!.54-5!*.!,7728!,3!,4-:1,*-!5,*-!./!*5,3)/-55'3;!*0-!
-<.3.+'<! %-3-/'*)! -+%.4'-4! '3! *0-)-! ,))-*)! '3! *0-! 5-2-6,3*! 7-5'.4)#! ! =0-!
<.+7,38!,772'-)!,!6,5'-*8!./!+-*0.4)!'3!,3!-//.5*!*.!,55'6-!,*!*0-)-!-)*'+,*-)!
/5.+!>0'<0!,<*1,2!5-)12*)!+,8!6,58#!!?<*1,2!6,5',*'.3)!'3!-)*'+,*-4!1)-/12!2'6-)!
,34! 5-)'41,2! 6,21-)! ,5-! 5-/2-<*-4! '3! 75./'*! .5! 2.))! *05.1;0! '+7,'5+-3*! .5!
,4@1)*-4!4-75-<',*'.3!75.6')'.3)#!

!
KFFFL!

*MENO%!J#P%I!!

!
()*'+,*-)!,5-!5-:1'5-4!'3!4-*-5+'3'3;!*0-!75.6')'.3!/.5!'3<.+-!*,A#!!=0-5-!,5-!
).+-!*5,3),<*'.3)!,34!<,2<12,*'.3)!/.5!>0'<0!*0-!12*'+,*-!*,A!4-*-5+'3,*'.3!')!
13<-5*,'3#! ! =0-! <.+7,38! 5-<.;3'B-)! 2',%'2'*'-)! /.5! ,3*'<'7,*-4! *,A! ,14'*! '))1-)!
%,)-4! .3! -)*'+,*-)! ./! >0-*0-5! ,44'*'.3,2! *,A-)! >'22! %-! 41-#! ! C0-5-! *0-! /'3,2!
*,A!.1*<.+-!./!*0-)-!+,**-5)!')!4'//-5-3*!/5.+!*0-!,+.13*)!*0,*!>-5-!'3'*',228!
5-<.54-49! )1<0! 4'//-5-3<-)! >'22! '+7,<*! *0-! '3<.+-! *,A! ,34! 4-/-55-4! *,A!
75.6')'.3)!'3!*0-!7-5'.4!'3!>0'<0!4-*-5+'3,*'.3!')!+,4-#!!!
!
D#!
!

7*+)+8*)3!/*5?!()+)0,(,+.A!
=0-!<.+7,38!')!-A7.)-4!*05.1;0!'*)!.7-5,*'.3)!*.!*0-!/.22.>'3;!/'3,3<',2!5')E)F!

!
G!
G!
G!

H5-4'*!5')E!
I,5E-*!5')E!
J':1'4'*8!5')E!

!
!"# $%&&%"# '()*# +,,# %)*-.# /01("-11-12# )*-# $%&3+"451# +$)(6()(-1# -73%1-# ()# )%# +# 6+.(-)4# %8# .(191#
*0,*!,5')-!/5.+!'*)!1)-!./!/'3,3<',2!'3)*51+-3*)#!!:*(1#"%)-#;-1$.(/-1#)*-#$%&3+"451#%/<-$)(6-12#
7.2'<'-)! ,34! 75.<-))-)! /.5! +,3,;'3;! *0.)-! 5')E)! *.! +'3'+'B-! 7.*-3*',2! ,46-5)-! -//-<*)! .3! *0-!
/'3,3<',2!7-5/.5+,3<-!./!*0-!<.+7,38!,34!*0-!+-*0.4)!1)-4!*.!+-,)15-!*0-+#!!!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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!

!

!

"#$%!&'!

()*+!,-,+.!,+.,/.)*+(,+.!0/12"!3*(*.,4!

!

!
!
!
!

+1.,5!.1!.6,!7*+)+8*)3!5.).,(,+.5!
9&!18.1:,/!;<&=!
!

!
"#!

!

!

7*+)+8*)3!/*5>!()+)0,(,+.!!"#$%&'(?!
!
!"#$#% "&'#% (##)% )*% +,(+-&)-.'#% /"&)0#+% .)% -"#% /*12&)34+% #52*+,$#% -*% 6.)&)/.&7% .)+-$,1#)-%
$%&'&(! %)&! *+,-.)%/-&(! 0*1%.%-&! 234! 0$*.-&&-&! 5*$! 62327%37! )8*&-! $%&'&! *$! )8-! 6-)8*4&! 9&-4! )*!
6-2&9$-!)8-6!5$*6!0$-/%*9&!0-$%*4&!931-&&!*)8-$:%&-!&)2)-4!%3!)8%&!3*)-#!
!
;%<!
"@ABCAD#E!FAB#BCA#E!ABGH@IJ%BHG!
!
=8-!0$%3.%021!5%323.%21!%3&)$96-3)&!9&-4!+>!)8-!.*6023>(!5$*6!:8%.8!5%323.%21!
%3&)$96-3)!$%&'!2$%&-&(!2$-!2&!5*11*:&?!
!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!

=$24-!$-.-%/2+1-&!!
@2&8!234!+23'!+2123.-&!
=$24-!02>2+1-&!
A-12)-4!02$)>!+2123.-&!
B*37!)-$6!1%2+%1%)%-&!!
C23'!*/-$4$25)!

!
7AB#BCA#E!ABGH@IJ%BHG!KL!C#H%$M@L!

;%%<!
!
! !
!
!
! !
7AB#BCA#E!#GG%HG!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!@2&8!234!+23'!+2123.-&!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=$24-!$-.-%/2+1-&!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.MH#E!FAB#BCA#E!#GG%HG!!

!

!
!

!
!
!
!
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!
!

!!!!!!!3M#BG!#BN!!
!!!!!!!/%C%AO#KE%G!
! ;<&=!!
;<&P!
!
Q!!!!!
Q!!!!!
DE(FGH(IJD!
EKK(KFJ(JDD!

ED(JGK(FI"!
EEH(E"L(GED!

!
!

DDE(F"G(K"H!

EDI("JL("GG!

!

!

!
!

!
!
!
!
!
"#!
!

!

"#$%!&'!

()*+!,-,+.!,+.,/.)*+(,+.!0/12"!3*(*.,4!
+1.,5!.1!.6,!7*+)+8*)3!5.).,(,+.5!
9:!18.1;,/!&':<!
7*+)+8*)3!/*5=!()+)0,(,+.!!"#$%&'(>!

$%%&!
)*+,+-*,./*+012345+10/67/-,158927/!-9+1&:(!
!
!
!
7?@#@A?#B!B?#C?B?D?%E!#D!#FGHD?E%I!AGED!'!!
!
!
!
! &':<!
&':J!
!
!
!
!
K!!!!!
K!!!!!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!()*+,!-*.*/0,1!
23456342"7!
8649"54:59!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;<,!=>!),0*=,+!-*)=%,1!
2?486:476:!
"5488?49"9!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!@>AB!=,)C!0%*/%0%=%,1!
?:4:57498?!
"547"?4""3!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!D*AE!>F,)+)*G=!
!!?94682433"! !!::4"":47"9!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!!!!!!!! !
!!!!!!.GD#B!L?@#@A?#B!B?#C?B?D?%E!
93"4:?34797! !!:3846954386!
!
!!!!!!!!
$%%%&!
7?@#@A?#B!?@EDHMF%@DE!@GD!F%#EMH%I!#D!L#?H!N#BM%!
!
H%A*AI%*0! %A1=)<C,A=1! A>=! C,*1<),+! *=! G*%)! F*0<,! %AI0<+,1! I*1J! *A+! I*1J! ,K<%F*0,A=14!
),I,%F*/0,14!-*.*/0,14!0>AB!=,)C!0%*/%0%=%,1!*A+!),0*=,+!-*)=.!/*0*AI,1#!
!
;<,! =>! =J,%)! 1J>)='=,)C! A*=<),4! =J,! I*)).%AB! F*0<,! >G! I*1J! *A+! I*1J! ,K<%F*0,A=14!
),I,%F*/0,1!*A+!-*.*/0,1!*--)>L%C*=,1!=J,%)!G*%)!F*0<,#!
!
$%F&!!!!!!!7?@#@A?#B!H?EO!L#ADGHE!'!
!
(J,!D>*)+!>!"#$%&'()%*"+,*")-&%,.."%&*/)0*$1$.$(2"!)%"(+&"3&(&%4$0,($)0")!"(+&"')4/,025*"
)%1E! C*A*B,C,A=! >/M,I=%F,1! *A+! ->0%I%,1! *A+4! NJ%01=! ),=*%A%AB! <0=%C*=,! ),1->A1%/%0%=.!
G>)! =J,C4! %=! J*1! +,0,B*=,+! =J,! *<=J>)%=.! G>)! +,1%BA%AB! *A+! >-,)*=%AB! -)>I,11,1! =J*=!
,A1<),! =+&" &!!&'($-&" $4/.&4&0(,($)0" )!" (+&" )16&'($-&*" ,03" /).$'$&*" ()" (+&" ')4/,025*"
G%A*AI,!G<AI=%>A#!!(J,!D>*)+!-)>F%+,1!-)%AI%-0,1!G>)!>F,)*00!)%1E!C*A*B,C,A=4!*1!N,00!*1!
->0%I%,1!I>F,)%AB!1-,I%G%I!*),*14!1<IJ!*1!G>),%BA!,LIJ*AB,!)%1E4!%A=,),1=!)*=,!)%1E4!I),+%=!
)%1E!*A+!%AF,1=C,A=1!>G!,LI,11!0%K<%+%=.#!
!
(J,! >F,)*00! >/M,I=%F,! >G! =J,!D>*)+!%1!=>!1,=!->0%I%,1!=J*=!1,,E!=>!),+<I,!)%1E!*1!G*)!*1!
->11%/0,!N%=J><=!<A+<0.!*GG,I=%AB!=J,!I>C-*A.O1!I>C-,=%=%F,A,11!*A+!G0,L%/%0%=.#!H<)=J,)!
+,=*%01!),B*)+%AB!=J,1,!->0%I%,1!*),!1,=!><=!/,0>NP!
!
$%&!!
(#HO%D!H?EO!
!
8MHH%@AP!H?EO!
!
Q<)),AI.!)%1E!%1!=J,!)%1E!=J*=!=J,!F*0<,!>G!*!G%A*AI%*0!%A1=)<C,A=!N%00!G0<I=<*=,!
/,I*<1,!>G!IJ*AB,1!%A!G>),%BA!,LIJ*AB,!)*=,1#!!!
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$%&'!!!!!!!)*+,+-*,./0*12/3,-4501/!-5+4&6(!(!
!
$%'!!
(#?@%A!?BC@!!-5+4&6(!

!
8D??%EFG!?BC@!!-5+4&6(!
!
)*++,-./! +%01! 2+%0,0! 3+45! 67! 84992+! .20:! 2-8! ;2-1! ;292-.,0#! ! <:,! .45=2-/!
52-2>,0! ?:%0! +%01! ;/! ,-0*+%->! ?:2?! ?:,! -,?! ,@=40*+,! %-! 34+,%>-! 200,?0! 2-8!
9%2;%9%?%,0!%0!1,=?!?4!2-!2..,=?2;9,!9,&,9!;/!54-%?4+%->!.*++,-./!=40%?%4-0#!!<:,!
.45=2-/!3*+?:,+!52-2>,0!?:%0!+%01!;/!52@%5%A%->!34+,%>-!.*++,-./!,2+-%->0!2-8!
:498%->!-,?!34+,%>-!.*++,-./!200,?0#!
!
8HEF%EA?#ABHE!HI!FD??%EFG!?BC@!
!
<:,!.45=2-/!%0!,@=40,8!?4!34+,%>-!.*++,-./!+%01!%-!+,0=,.?!43!67!84992+!+,92?,8!
=2+?/! 942-! ;292-.,0! 2-8! .20:! 2-8! ;2-1! ;292-.,0! 254*-?%->! ?4! BCDEFGDEHCC!
$FDIJ!(!BJIEKF"EKC"'!2-8!BKEGIJEGIJ!$FDIJ(BLEJHJECCL'E!+,0=,.?%&,9/#!!
!
7H?%B$E!FD??%EFG!C%ECBABJBAG!
!
<:,!34994M%->!?2;9,!%-8%.2?,0!?:,!0,-0%?%&%?/!43!=+43%?!;,34+,!?2@2?%4-!?4!.:2->,0!
%-! 34+,%>-! ,@.:2->,! +2?,0#! ! <:,! .:2->,! %-! .*++,-./! +2?,! ;,94M! +,=+,0,-?0!
!"#"$%!%#&'() "((%((!%#&) *+) &,%) -*((./0%) 1,"#$%) .#) +*2%.$#) %31,"#$%) 2"&,0#!!
<:,! 0,-0%?%&%?/! 2-29/0%0! +,=+,0,-?0! 4*?0?2-8%->! 34+,%>-! .*++,-./! 8,-45%-2?,8!
.20:! 2-8! ;2-1! 2-8! 2..4*-?0! +,.,%&2;9,! ;292-.,0E! 2-8! 28N*0?0!?:,%+!?+2-092?%4-!
2?! ?:,! /,2+(,-8! 34+! CO! $FDIJ! 4! IDO'! 8,=+,.%2?%4-! 2-8! 2! IO! $FDIJ! 4! IO'!
2==+,.%2?%4-!43!?:,!P252%.2-!84992+!2>2%-0?!?:,!67!84992+#!!<:,!.:2->,0!;,94M!
M4*98!:2&,!-4!%5=2.?!4-!4?:,+!.45=4-,-?0!43!,Q*%?/#!
!

!
!
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!

,II%FA!HE!
!
,II%FA!HE! !
"?HIBA!K%IH?%!
! "?HIBA!K%IH?%!
L!8M#E$%!BE!
.#N!
L!8M#E$%!BE!
.#N!
8D??%EFG!?#A%!!!!!!!9'!4%F%OK%?!!8D??%EFG!?#A%! 9'!4%F%OK%?!!
&;'<!
&;'<!
&;'P!
&;'P!
!
Q! !
!
Q!
!!!!!!!!!)*++,-./R!!!!!
!!!!
!!!!!!!!!67S!
(C!
$"EHIGEGGJ'!
(ID!
$GEJIGEDCD'!
!!!!!!!!!67S!
TI!
!!!LGHEIKL!!
!TI!
!!!GJIEGDC!
!!!

!
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!
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!
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*0-+4!-0!-5+!6)*(*7)(2!4-(-+'+*-4!
89!07-0:+.!&;9<!

!
"#!

!
6)*(*7)(2!.)4=!'(*(/+'+*-!!"#$%&'()!
!
$%&'!!!!!!!6>?#?@>#A!B>CD!E#@FGBC!!*+,-&.(/H!
!
I>J!!
01234-/2563/!*+,-&.(/H!

!
"B>@%!B>CD!

!
()%*+!)%,-! %,! ./+!)%,-! ./0.! ./+!&012+!34! 0! 4%505*%01!%5,.)26+5.!7%11!412*.20.+!0,!
0! )+,21.! 34! */058+,! %5! 60)-+.! 9)%*+,:! 7/+./+)! ./3,+! */058+,! 0)+! *02,+;! <=!
40*.3),! ,9+*%4%*! .3! ./+! %5;%&%;201! %5,.)26+5.! 3)! %.,! %,,2+)! 3)! 40*.3),! 044+*.%58!
011!%5,.)26+5.,!.)0;+;! %5! ./+! 60)-+.#!! >/+! *36905=!%,!*2))+5.1=!53 .! +?93,+;!
.3!9)%*+!)%,-#!!
!
7#CK!EAGL!#?M!E#>B!N#AO%!>?F%B%CF!B#F%!B>CD!

!
@5.+)+,.! )0.+! )%,-! %,! ./+! )%,-! ./0.! ./+! &012+! 34! 0! 4%505*%01! %5,.)26+5.! 7%11!
412*.20.+!;2+!.3!*/058+,!%5!60)-+.!%5.+)+,.!)0.+,#!

!
A130.%58!)0.+! %5,.)26+5.,!+?93,+!./+! *36905=!.3! *0,/!4137!%5.+)+,.!)0.+!)%,-:!
7/+)+0,! 4%?+;! )0.+! %5,.)26+5.,! +?93,+! ./+! *36905=! .3! 40%)! &012+! %5.+)+,.!
)0.+!)%,-#!

!
B/3).! .+)6! ;+93,%.,! 05;! 1358! .+)6! 1305,! 0)+! ./+! 351=! %5.+)+,.! <+0)%58! 0,,+.,!
05;! 1%0<%1%.%+,! )+,9+*.%&+1=:! 7%./%5! ./+! *36905=#! ! >/+! *36905=!,! ,/3).! .+)6!
;+93,%.,!0)+!;2+!.3!60.2)+!7%./%5!C!635./,!34!./+!)+93).%58!;0.+#!

!
)?F%B%CF!B#F%!C%?C>F>N>FP!

!
>/+)+!%,!53!,%85%4%*05.!+?93,2)+!.3!%5.+)+,.!)0.+!)%,-!35!,/3).!.+)6!;+93,%.,:!0,!
./+,+! ;+93,%.,! /0&+! 0! ,/3).! .+)6! .3! 60.2)%.=! 05;! 0)+! *35,.05.1=! )+%5&+,.+;!
0.!*2))+5.!60)-+.!)0.+,#!
!
$%%'!

!

7B%M>F!B>CD!
!
D)+;%.! )%,-! %,! ./+! )%,-! ./0.! 35+! 90).=! .3! 0! 4%505*%01! %5,.)26+5.! 7%11! 40%1! .3!
;%,*/0)8+! 05! 3<1%80.%35! 05;! *02,+! ./+! 3./+)! 90).=! .3! %5*2)! 0! 4%505*%01! 13,,#!!
D)+;%.! )%,-! 0)%,+,! 4)36! .)0;+! )+*+%&0<1+,:! ;2+! 4)36! )+10.+;! *36905=! 05;! *0,/!
05;!<05-!<0105*+,#!
!
!
!
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$%&'!!!!!!!7?@#@A?#B!C?DE!F#AGHCD!!)*+,&-(.I!

!
$%%'!

8C%J?G!C?DE!!)*+,&-(!
!
.C#J%!C%A%?K#LB%D!
!
()&)*+)! ,-.*/.0,%1*/! %*! -)/2)0,! 13! ,4)! !"#$%&'()* $+,#%+'* "$-+%.,"&)* %+-*
/),,5)6!)%,4)-!%*!0./4!1-!78!+/%*9!:.;1-!0-)6%,!0.-6/#!!<1-!%,/!12)-.,%1*/!61*)!1*!
.!0-)6%,!7./%/=!,4)!01:2.*8!4./!215%0%)/!%*!25.0)!,1!)*/+-)!,4.,!/.5)/!13!/)-&%0)/!
.-)!:.6)!,1!0+/,1:)-/!>%,4!.*!.22-12-%.,)!0-)6%,!4%/,1-8#!
!
?+/,1:)-!0-)6%,!-%/@/!.-)!:1*%,1-)6!.001-6%*9!,1!0-)6%,!04.-.0,)-%/,%0/!/+04!./!
>4),4)-! %,! %/! .*! %*6%&%6+.5! 1-! 01:2.*8=! 9)19-.24%0! 510.,%1*=! %*6+/,-8=! .9)%*9!
2-13%5)=!.*6!2-)&%1+/!3%*.*0%.5!6%33%0+5,%)/#!
!
A4)! 01:2.*8! )/,.75%/4)/! .*! .551>.*0)! 31-! %:2.%-:)*,! ,4.,! -)2-)/)*,/! %,/!
)/,%:.,)! 13! %*0+--)6! 51//)/! %*! -)/2)0,! 13! ,-.6)! -)0)%&.75)/#! ! A4)! 01:2.*8!
.66-)//)/! %:2.%-:)*,! .//)//:)*,! %*! ,>1! .-)./B! ! %*6%&%6+.558! .//)//)6!
.551>.*0)/!.*6!0155)0,%&)58!.//)//)6!.551>.*0)#!
!
A4)!!"#$%&'()*.&)-.9)!0-)6%,!2)-%16!1*! ,4)!/.5)!13! /)-&%0)!%/!CD!6.8/#!!A-.6)!
-)0)%&.75)/!2./,!6+)!7)81*6!ED!6.8/!.-)!2-1&%6)6!31-!7./)6!1*!.*!)/,%:.,)!13!
.:1+*,/!,4.,!>1+56!7)! %--)01&)-.75)=!6),)-:%*)6!78!,.@%*9!%*,1!01*/%6)-.,%1*!
2./,! 6)3.+5,! )F2)-%)*0)=! 0+--)*,! )01*1:%0! 01*6%,%1*/! .*6! )F2)0,)6! -)0)%2,/!
.*6!-)01&)-%)/!1*0)!%:2.%-)6#!
!
8#DM!#@J!L#@E!L#B#@A%D!
!
?./4! ,-.*/.0,%1*/! .-)! 5%:%,)6!,1!4%94!0-)6%,!G+.5%,8!3%*.*0%.5!%*/,%,+,%1*/#!!A4)!
01:2.*8! 4./! 215%0%)/! ,4.,! 5%:%,! ,4)! .:1+*,! 13! 0-)6%,! )F21/+-)! ,1! .*8! 1*)!
3%*.*0%.5!%*/,%,+,%1*#!
!
(#N?OPO!%NQHDPC%!GH!AC%J?G!C?DE!
!
A4)!:.F%:+:!)F21/+-)!,1!0-)6%,!-%/@!%/!)G+.5!,1!,4)!0.--8%*9!.:1+*,!13!,-.6)!
.*6! 1,4)-! -)0)%&.75)/! .*6! 0./4! .*6! 0./4! )G+%&.5)*,/! %*! ,4)! /,.,):)*,! 13!
3%*.*0%.5!21/%,%1*#!
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+1.,5!.1!.6,!7*+)+8*)3!5.).,(,+.5!
9:!18.1;,/!&<:=!

7*+)+8*)3!/*5>!()+)0,(,+.!!"#$%&'(?!
$%&'!!!!!!!7@A#AB@#C!D@EF!G#BHIDE!!)*+,&-(.J!
!
$%%'!
8D%K@H!D@EF!!)*+,&-(!!
!
.D#K%!D%B%@L#MC%E!HN#H!#D%!O#EH!KP%!MPH!AIH!@QO#@D%K!
!
()! *+! ,-! ./+0123! 45-"6! +3*72! 32/2%&*182)! 09! :;464"56<4=! $45-=! >!:"-6="?6"=='!
@232! A*)+! 7B2! 1B+! C0+! %DA*%327#! ! EF2)2! 328*+2! +0! %C72A2C72C+! /B)+0D23)! 903!
@F0D!+F232!%)!C0!32/2C+!F%)+03G!09!729*B8+#!
!
.D#K%!D%B%@L#MC%E!HN#H!#D%!O#EH!KP%!#AK!@QO#@D%K!
!
()!09!,-!./+0123!45-"6!+F2!/0DA*CG!F*7!+3*72!32/2%&*182)!09!:;6?;H6"??!$45-=!
>!:=6H,=6H;"'!+F*+!@232!%DA*%327#!!EF2!*D0BC+!09!+F2!A30&%)%0C!@*)!:;6?;H6"??!
$45-=!>!:=6H,=6H;"'#!!EF2)2!32/2%&*182)!@232!*I27!0&23!;5!7*G)#!
!
J0&2D2C+)!0C!+F2!A30&%)%0C!903!%DA*%3D2C+!09!+3*72!32/2%&*182)!*32!*)!90880@)K!
!
!
!
!
&<:=!
&<:'!
!
!
R!
R!
!
!
(+!-!L0&2D123!
=6H,=6H;"!
465="6??;!
!
M30&%)%0C!903!32/2%&*182)!%DA*%3D2C+!
H64<;64,H!
=645H6454!
!
N*7!721+)!32/0&23276!A32&%0B)8G!A30&%727!903!
$,6=-"6"?<'!!!!
$!!!4<H6555'!
!
O2/2%&*182)!@3%++2C!099!7B3%CI!+F2!G2*3!
!
!!!!*)!BC/0882/+%182!
!!!!!!!>!!!!!!!!
$-6-=56;<?'!
!
!
(+!,-!./+0123!
;6?;H6"??!
=6H,=6H;"!
!
EF2! /32*+%0C! *C7! 3282*)2! 09! A30&%)%0C! 903! %DA*%327! 32/2%&*182)! F*&2! 122C!
%C/8B727! %C! 2PA2C)2)! %C! A309%+! 03! 80))#! (D0BC+)! /F*3I27! +0! +F2! *880@*C/2!
*//0BC+! *32! I2C23*88G! @3%++2C! 099! @F2C! +F232! %)! C0! 2PA2/+*+%0C! 09! 32/0&23%CI!
*77%+%0C*8! /*)F#! ! QDA*%3D2C+! 2)+%D*+2)! F*&2! 122C! *7RB)+27! 1*)27! 0C! */+B*8!
/0882/+%0C!A*++23C)#!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
$%%'!
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!
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!
8IAB%AHD#H@IA!IG!D@EF!/!HD#K%!D%B%@L#MC%E!
!
!"#$ %&''&()*+$ ,-.'#$ /011-2)/#/$ ,"#$ 3&14-*56/$ 32#7),$ #84&/02#$ %&2$ ,2()*!
+*,*%&(-.*/!(0!01*%+!,(++2%34!(56730/8!(/!,(0*46+%9*)!-2!01*!,7/065*+!/*,06+:!
!
!
!
&<:'!
&<:S!
!
!
T!
T!
!
!
;30*+0(%35*30!<+6560%63/!
=>?8@?A8B>"!
@C8ABD8C?"!
!
E%4%0(.!/%43(4*!
C?8D>=8=??!
BA8@=@8??D!
!
F7)%6!(3)!G%.5!
!!!C8="H8A@A!
!!!!H8?=D8HDA!
!
!
!!!!!
>?D8@C=8CCC!
==C8DC"8@?H!
!
I*//:!!J+6&%/%63!G6+!,+*)%0!.6//*/!
$!!!D8@DC8"@@'!
$!!!B8CAB8CD"'!
!
=DD8DCA8A>>!
==B8="?8H=>! !
$%%%'!
!
!

!
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3@UP@K@HV!D@EF!!
I%K7%)%02! +%/L!%/!01*!+%/L!01(0!01*!,65<(32!M%..!-*!73(-.*!06!5**0!%0/!<(25*30!
6-.%4(0%63/!(//6,%(0*)!M%01!%0/!G%3(3,%(.!.%(-%.%0%*/!M1*3!01*2!G(..!)7*#!!J+7)*30!
.%K7%)%02! +%/L! 5(3(4*5*30! %5<.%*/! 5(%30(%3%34! /7GG%,%*30! ,(/1! (3)! 5(+L*0(-.*!
/*,7+%0%*/8! (3)! 01*! (&(%.(-%.%02! 6G! G73)%34! 01+6741! (3! ()*K7(0*! (56730! 6G!
,655%00*)!,+*)%0!G(,%.%0%*/!(3)!01*!(-%.%02!06!,.6/*!670!5(+L*0!<6/%0%63/#!
!
!
3@UP@K@HV!D@EF!Q#A#$%Q%AH!ODIB%EE!
!
!"#$ 3&14-*56/$ ')90)7),5$ 1-*-+#1#*,$ 42&3#//:$ -/$ 3-22)#7$ &0,$ (),")*$ ,"#$
,65<(32!(3)!563%06+*)!-2!01*!F,,6730/!E*<(+05*308!%3,.7)*/:!
!
$%'!
N63%06+%34!G707+*!,(/1!G.6M/!(3)!.%K7%)%02!63!(!M**L.2!-(/%/#!
$%%'!
N(%30(%3%34!,655%00*)!.%3*/!6G!,+*)%0#!
$%%%'!
O<0%5%/%34!,(/1!+*07+3/!63!%3&*/05*30/#!
!
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!
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!
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!
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!!:!HI!&!!
&!HI!=!!!!!!!!
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!
T!!!!!!
T!!!!!!
T!!!!!!
T!!!!!!
!
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!
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!!!A!!!!!
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!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!;161),/+!
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!
!!!!!!!!!!!!G1)H!-&/:*:15.!
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!!!A!!!!!
A!!!!!!!!! !!!EC4?D<4=="!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!I-)J!./:3!6%1;%6%.%/+!
!!CC4??"4C=>!!! !F"4@?"4<><! !!D4<@C4<<?! !!E"4F"E4F=C!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!.IH#C!G@A#AB@#C!!!!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3@#Q@C@H@%E!UBIAHD#BHL#C!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!V#HLD@HN!!M#H%EW!!!!!!!!!! F@E4>>D4?C<! "=4?EF4<@>! CE4C=?4?E@! CD"4DCF4D"=!
!
!
!
!
!!
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!
R@HO@A!:!!
!!:!HI!&!!
&!HI!=!!!!!!!!
!
S%#D!!
S%#DE!!
S%#DE!!!!!!!!!!!!!.IH#C!
!
T!!!!!!
T!!!!!!
T!!!!!!
T!!!!!!
!
)H!9:!1BHIQ%D!&<:X!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!9:1*/!0121;6/+!
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!!!A!!!!!
A!!!!!!!!! !!!D?4C">4F>C!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!B/61./*!01:.2!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!;161),/+!
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!
!!!!!!!!!!!!G1)H!-&/:*:15.!
FF4""F4@"C!
!!!A!!!!!
A!!!!!!!!! !!!FF4""F4@"C!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!I-)J!./:3!6%1;%6%.%/+!
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SECTION 11: RISK FACTORS
Key Personnel
It is important that the Company attracts and retains appropriately skilled persons in order to operate its
business, and to promote its growth. It is also important for the Company to replace personnel whose
employment may be terminated for any reason within a reasonable time. In Jamaica, competition for
qualified personnel can be intense, as there are a limited number of people with the requisite skills,
knowledge and experience. The Company will need to attract and retain honest qualified personnel and
failure to do so could have a material adverse impact on its future prospects.
Macro Economic Policies
Changes in fiscal and monetary policies introduced by the Government of Jamaica may affect the
behavior of capital markets including the JSE and the market for securities the Company holds in its
investment portfolio.

If such policies become onerous from the point of view of the Company or its

clients this could require the Company to change the types of products it offers, or the terms on which it
offers them, or the overall nature of its business operations.
New Regulatory Rules or Standards
The Company may also become subject to new regulatory rules or standards that differ from those that
are presently applicable. If such regulatory rules or standards become onerous from the point of view of
the Company or its clients this could require the Company to recapitalize, or to change its business
operations, and in any case, changes in such regulatory rules or standards may affect its long - term
profitability.
New Accounting Rules or Standards
The Company may become subject to new accounting rules or standards that differ from those that are
presently applicable. Such new accounting rules or standards could require significant changes in the
way the Company currently reports its financial position, operating results or cash flows. Such changes
could be applied retrospectively. This is a risk that is common to companies that apply International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as required under the Jamaican Companies Act.
Volatility in Price of Shares/ Flat Trading
Following their proposed admission to trading on the JSE the Ordinary Shares may experience volatility
in their market price, or flat trading, being very infrequent or insignificant volumes of trading, either of
which may extend beyond the short term and which may be dependent on the Company's financial
performance, as well as on investors' confidence and other factors over which the Company has no
control. In either case the market price of the Shares may be negatively affected or constrained from
growing.
Operational Risk
The Company is subject to the risk of loss resulting from disruptions to its business, inadequate or failed
internal processes, people and systems, or from external events (including severe weather, other acts of
God social unrest). This definition also includes systemic risk (including the risk of accounting errors,
failure to procure appropriate insurance coverage, and compliance failures), legal risk and reputation
risk. This catch-all category of risks also includes employee errors, computer, network and manual
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systems failures, security failures, fire, floods or other losses to physical assets, and fraud or other
criminal activity or any other risk that affects the volume of visitor arrivals to the island. The Directors
consider that the Company is prudent and that it insures itself against some (but not all) of these risks. It
may not be feasible for the Company to insure itself in respect of all of the risks mentioned, because no
coverage maybe available or it is not economical to do so. In the case of products and services supplied
to the Company, the Company may not always be able to recover consequential loss either under the
law, contractually, or under any policies of insurance.
Risk of Catastrophic Events
Property and casualty insurers are subject to claims for property damage and business interruption
arising out of natural disasters and other catastrophes, which may have a significant impact on their
results of operations and financial condition. Natural disasters and other catastrophes can be caused by
various events including, but not limited to, hurricanes, earthquakes, tornadoes, wind, hail, fires and
explosions, and the incidence and severity of natural disasters and other catastrophes are inherently
unpredictable. The extent of losses from a catastrophe is a function of 2 factors: the total amount of
insured exposure in the area affected by the event and the severity of the event. Most natural disasters
and other catastrophes are localized; however, hurricanes, earthquakes and floods have the potential to
produce significant damage in widespread areas.
Control of the Company by certain Directors
The issue of the Shares in the Invitation will not confer legal or effective control of the Company on
Applicants, having regard to the number and percentage of issued Shares held by MEEG Holdings prior
to and after the Invitation.
Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that the value of the Company’s investments will decrease due to factors including
but not limited to price risk (the risk that the prices of securities in the investment portfolio of the
Company (the “investment securities” will change), interest rate risk (the risk that interest rates attaching
to the said investment securities will change), and currency risk (the risk that foreign exchange rates
attaching to the said investment securities will change).
Admission of the shares to the Junior Market of the JSE
After

the

Closing

Date,

and

assuming

that

the

Company

is

able

to

raise

J$120m as a result of the Invitation the Company will make application to the JSE to admit the Shares to
the Junior Market. The application for listing is dependent on the success of the Invitation in raising the
stated funds in the stated time and other criteria set out in the Junior Market Rules. However, the
Company is not able to guarantee the success of the Invitation or the admission of the Shares to the Junior
Market. If the listing is not achieved, the Company will not be eligible for the remission of income tax
described in the paragraph below.
Junior Market Taxation
The Directors anticipate that the Company will benefit from a 10-year concessionary tax regime that
starts from the date of listing. The remission of tax requires the Company to meet the ongoing Junior
Market requirements for at least 15 years from the date of listing. Assuming that those conditions are
met, in the Company’s first 5 years on the Junior Market, the Company will not be liable to pay any
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corporate income tax. In years 6 to 10 on the Junior Market, the Company will be liable to pay corporate
income tax at half of the usual rate. If the Company breaches the requirements of the Junior Market it
may be liable to repay the tax that was remitted. The Company does not guarantee that the Shares will
be listed.

!
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SECTION 12: PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS TO THE COMPANY
Lead Broker and Financial Adviser
Mayberry Investments Limited
1 ½ Oxford Road
Kingston 5, Saint Andrew

Auditors
BDO, Chartered Accountants
26 Beechwood Avenue,
Kingston 5, Saint Andrew

Attorneys
Patterson Mair Hamilton
Temple Court, 85 Hope Road
Kingston 6, Saint Andrew

Registrars and Transfer Agents
Jamaica Central Securities Depository
40 Harbour Street
Kingston

!

!
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SECTION 13: STATUTORY AND GENERAL INFORMATION
13.1

Statutory information required to be set out in this Prospectus by section 42 and the Third
Schedule to the Companies Act

1.

The Company has no founders or management or deferred shares.

2.

The Articles of Incorporation fix no shareholding qualification for directors and none has been
otherwise fixed by the Company in general meeting.

3.

The Articles of Incorporation contain the following provisions with respect to the remuneration
of Directors:

(a)

The remuneration of the directors shall from time to time be determined by the Company in
general meeting. Such remuneration shall be deemed to accrue from day to day. The directors
may also be paid all travelling, hotel and other expenses properly incurred by them in attending
and returning from meetings or any committee of the Directors or general meetings of the
Company in connection with the business of the Company. The Directors may award special
remuneration out of the funds of the Company to any Director going or residing abroad in the
interest of the Company, or undertaking any work additional to that usually required of
Directors of a company similar to the Company. (Article 82)

(b)

A director of the Company may be or become a director or other officer of, or otherwise
interested in, any company promoted by the Company or in which the Company may be
interested as shareholder or otherwise, and no such director shall be accountable to the
Company for any remuneration or other benefits received by him as a director or officer of, or
from his interest in, such other company unless the Company otherwise directs. (Article 84)

(c)

A director may hold any other office or place of profit under the Company (other than the office
of auditor) in conjunction with his office of director for such period and on such terms (as to
remuneration and otherwise) as the directors may determine and no director or intending
director shall be disqualified by his office from contracting with the Company either with regard
to his tenure of any such other office or place of profit or as vendor, purchaser or otherwise, nor
shall any such contract, or any contract or management entered into by or on behalf of the
Company in which any director is in any way interested, be liable to be avoided, nor shall any
director so contracting or being so interested be liable to account to the Company for any
profit realised by any such contract or arrangement by reason of such director holding that
office or of the fiduciary relation thereby established. (Article 97(5))

(d)

Any director may act by himself or his firm in a professional capacity for the Company, and he
or his firm shall be entitled to remuneration for professional services as if he were not a director;
provided that nothing herein contained shall authorise a director or his firm to act as auditor to
the company. (Article 97(7))

(e)

The Directors on behalf of the Company may pay a gratuity or pension or allowance on
retirement to any Director who has held any other salaried office or place of profit with the
Company or to his widow or dependents and may make contributions to any fund and pay
premiums for the purchase or provision of any such gratuity, pension or allowance. (Article 100)
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(f)

A Managing Director shall receive such remuneration (whether by way of salary, commission or
participation in profits, or partly in one way and partly in another) as the directors may
determine. (Article 123)

4.

The names and addresses of the Directors are as follows:
Solomon Sharpe, 70-72 Lady Musgrave Road, Kingston 10, Saint Andrew
Richard Bair, 70-72 Lady Musgrave Road, Kingston 10, Saint Andrew
Donna Waithe, 70-72 Lady Musgrave Road, Kingston 10, Saint Andrew
Harriat Maragh, 2 Seventh Avenue, New Port West, Kingston 15, Jamaica, Saint Andrew
Ian Blair, P.O. Box 1380, Kingston 8, Jamaica, Saint Andrew
Hugh Graham, 39 Waltham Park Road, Kingston 13, Saint Andrew
Tania Waldron-Gooden, 1 ½ Oxford Road, Kingston 5, Saint Andrew

5.

The minimum amount required to be raised out of the proceeds of the Invitation (inclusive of
calling on the underwriting commitment described in paragraph 18 below if necessary) to
provide for the matters set out in paragraph 2 of Part 1 of the Third Schedule to the
Companies Act (the “minimum subscription”) is $120 million.

6.

The Invitation will open for subscription at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday 24 January 2017 and will
close at 4:00 p.m. on the Closing Date, Tuesday 7 February 2017 subject to the Company’s
right to close the application list at any time after 9:00 a.m. on the Opening Date if
Applications have been received for an amount in excess of the Shares offered under this
Prospectus, or to extend the Closing Date as described in this Prospectus.

7.

All Applicants including Reserved Share Applicants will be required to pay in full the applicable
price per Share as specified in the terms and conditions set out in Section 6.4 of this
Prospectus. No further sum will be payable on allotment.

8.

No previous offer of shares in the Company has been made to the public.

9.

Save as set out in paragraph 17 below no person has, or is entitled to be given, any option to

10.

As at 30 September 2016, being the date to which the Unaudited Financial Information of the

subscribe for any shares in, or debentures of, the Company.
Company is made up to, the Company held the following investments:
Receivables

11.

J$201.370m

Taxable Recoverable

J$2.186m

Cash and equivalents

J$23.162m

Total Current Assets:

J$226.720m

There is no amount for goodwill, patent, or trademarks shown in the financial statements of the
Company and there is no contract for sale and purchase, which would involve any goodwill,
patent or trade marks.

12.

As at 30 September 2016, being the date to which the Unaudited Financial Information of the
Company is made up to, the aggregate amount of indebtedness of the Company was as
follows:
Payables

J$180.813m

Bank overdraft

J$35.033m
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Amounts due to related parties J$20.343m
Finance lease obligations

J$3.715m

Current proportion of bank
Loans

J$8.982m

Total Current liabilities:
J$248.889
In the period represented by the Audited Financial Information the Company paid no dividends
on the Shares. The dividend policy of the Company is described in Section 7.11
There is no property that is currently proposed to be purchased or acquired by the Company
which is to be paid for wholly or partly out of the proceeds of this Invitation for the purposes of
paragraphs 6 to 9 (inclusive) of Part 1 of the Third Schedule of the Companies Act.
Save as set out in paragraph 17 below within the 2 preceding years, no commissions have been
paid, nor will any be payable to anyone for subscribing or agreeing to subscribe or procuring or
agreeing to procure subscriptions for any shares or debentures of the Company.

13.
14.

15.

16.

The Company expects to pay the expenses of the Invitation out of the proceeds of its
fundraising, and the Company estimates that such expenses will not exceed $12.5 million
(inclusive of brokerage and financial advisory fees, legal fees, auditors’ fees, Companies
Registrar’s fees, initial listing and other JSE and JCSD fees and GCT).

17.

Within the last 2 years preceding the date of this Prospectus, no amount or benefit has been
paid or given or is intended to be paid or given to any promoter or person in connection with
the sale of Shares in the Company save for Mayberry, by virtue of a Mandate Agreement dated
13 June 2016. Under the Agreement Mayberry is entitled to receive fees as follows: a lead
broker’s fee of 5.0% of the value of the total amount raised and accepted by the Company in
the Invitation. All fees referred to herein are quoted exclusive of GCT, and disbursements.
Additionally, Mayberry has a right to subscribe for the Mayberry West Indies Shares at the
Invitation Price for its own account. Mayberry has also entered into a private Option Agreement
with each of the founders of the Company and certain other persons, granting Mayberry the
option to purchase up to 10% of the Shares in the aggregate, at a future date, if certain
conditions are met.
The material contracts of the Company are set out in Section 7.8.
The external audit firm of the Company is BDO Chartered Accountants.
BDO Chartered Accountants has given and has not withdrawn its consent to the issue of this
Prospectus with the inclusion of its name in the context in which it is included.
The Company was incorporated on 15 June 2004.

18.
19.
20.
21.
!

!
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SECTION 14: DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION
Copies of the following documents may be inspected by appointment only, at the law offices of
Patterson Mair Hamilton, Temple Court, 85 Hope Road, Kingston 6 between the hours of 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. on Mondays to Fridays, up to and including the Closing Date:
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.

The Articles of Incorporation of the Company adopted Monday 16 January 2017.
The Material Contracts described in section 7.9.
The regulatory permits and licenses described in section 7.2.
The Financial Information.
The consent of the auditors to the inclusion of each of their names and references thereto in the
form and context in which they appear in this Prospectus.
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APPENDIX 1: APPLICATION FORM
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MIL R)+) 1)( S4# ) A22'!,#.*!
K)$ P# *.) + R)+) 1)( S4# ) A22'!,#.*!
C&"2#.$ R)+) 1)( S4# )+!
MIL W)+* I.(!)+ R)+) 1)( S4# ) A22'!,#.*!

Appendix 1!Application Form!
!

!"#$%# &#$' ($&#)*""+ ,#)-&# (-.!"#/023 /40% )-&.!
!
T :!
M!"#$%$#& E#&$(&!"#)$#& G( *+ L")"&$, (“M!"#$%$#&” or the “The Company”)!
!
Re: In respect of up to 60,001,000 Ordinary Shares at J$2.00 each being offered made pursuant to the Prospectus dated and registered on or
around 17th January, 2017. I/We confirm that I/we have read and understood and hereby agree to be bound by the terms and conditions
contained in the Prospectus, all of which are incorporated in this Application Form by reference.!
I/We hereby apply for ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ordinary shares in Mainevent Entertainment Group Limited on and subject to the
terms and conditions of the Invitation set out in the Prospectus at the price of J$2.00 each, and I/we attach my/our payment (inclusive of
processing fees of J$134.00) for ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! or I/we request my broker to make payment on my/our behalf from
cleared funds held by them in my /our names in account numbered ___________________________, with them. I/We hereby instruct my/our
broker to debit my/our account with the sum of J$
for the purposes of my/our subscription of ordinary
! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! !
shares and processing fee as indicated above.!
I/We agree to accept the same or any smaller number of Shares in respect of which this application may be accepted, subject to the terms and
conditions in the Prospectus and the Articles of Incorporation of the Main Event Entertainment Group Limited, by which I/we agree to be
bound. I/We request you to sell and transfer to me/us the number of shares which may be allocated to me/us at the close of the said Invitation
based on the terms and conditions governing applications, as set forth in the Prospectus. I/We hereby agree to accept the shares that may be
allocated to me/us to be credited to an account in my/our name(s) in the Jamaica Central Securities Depository (JCSD).!

02%/&*(/0-2% /- (-.!"#/023 $!!"0($/0-2 )-&.: All fields are relevant and must be completed. !
Please indicate your JCSD account number here

!

P !"# $ H&'() D)*#!'+!
JCSD A,,&-.* N-"/) !

!

B &0) C&()!

P !"# $ H&'() (E!*4) C&"2#.$ & I.(!1!(-#')!
!
!
T!*')!

T#52#$) R)6!+* #*!&. N-"/) !

C!*!@).+4!2!

N#*!&.#'!*$!

C'!).* T$2)!

A,,&-.* T$2)!

! O,,-2#*!&. & , I3 E"2'&$)( /$ *4) C&"2#.$ P')#+) S*#*) Y&- P&+!*!&., & S*#*-+ !3 $&- # ) # P !& !*$ S4# ) A22'!,#.*!

M#!'!.6 A(( )++ L!.) 1!

M#!'!.6 A(( )++ L!.) 2!

!

M#!'!.6 A(( )++ L!.) 3!

C!*$ ().6. K!.6+*&.)!
8!

7!

P&+*#' C&() ().6. 6)!
8!

6!

T)')24&.) N-"/) (H&"))!

7!

6!

T)')24&.) N-"/) (W& 0)!

8!

7!

C&-.* $ C&()!

6!

T)')24&.) N-"/) (C)'')!

S!6.#*- )+:!
!
I.(!1!(-#':!
!
C&"2#.!)+ (C !"#$% S'#) * S+#!" *',-.*'/):!
D! ),*& : !

USE BY REGISTRAR ONLY!
Form ID:!
Batch #!

D#*) S!6.#*- ) A33!5)(:!

D! ),*& /S), )*# $:!

D#*) S!6.#*- )+ A33!5)(:!

P')#+) C&.*!.-) &. R)1) +) *& C&"2')*) J&!.* H&'() I.3& "#*!&.!
A'' A22'!,#.*+ MUST !.(!,#*) *4)! T#52#$) R)6!+* #*!&. N-"/) (TRN) & &*4) )9-#' !().*!3!) &. *4) #22'!,#*!&. !
A'' #22'!,#.*+ # ) )9-! )( *& 2#$ J$134.00 2 &,)++!.6 3)) 2) #22'!,#*!&. +-/"!**)(!
112"#() *& 2) +&.+ )+!().* &-*+!() J#"#!,#!
T4!+ &33) !+ .&*

Appendix 1 (Continued)!
!

Application Form !

J !"# H %&'( I") (*+#! "!
F!(,# "+*'& J !"# H %&'(!

!
O--./+#! "!

T+0/+1'( R'2!,#(+#! " N.*3'(!

S'- "& "+*'& J !"# H %&'(!

S!2"+#.('!

!

O--./+#! "!

T+0/+1'( R'2!,#(+#! " N.*3'(!

S!2"+#.('!

T+0/+1'( R'2!,#(+#! " N.*3'(!

S!2"+#.('!

T4!(& "+*'& J !"# H %&'(!

O--./+#! "!

NOTES ON HOW TO COMPLETE THE APPLICATION FORM!
!

1.! All completed applica!ons must be delivered to Mayberry Investments Limited (“Mayberry”), 1 1/2 Oxford Road, Kingston 5,
Saint Andrew!
2.! Applica!ons that are not from the Reserved Share pool must be for a minimum of 1,000 shares with increments in mul!ples of
5,000 shares. Applica!ons in other denomina!ons will not be processed or accepted.!
3.! All applicants must a"ach their payment for the speciﬁed number of Shares they have applied for, in the form of either:!
A.! A Manager’s cheque made payable to “Mayberry Investments Limited” or!
B.! Authoriza!on from the applicant on the Applica!on, instruc!ng Mayberry to make payment from cleared funds held
in an investment account in the Applicant’s name at Mayberry, or!
C.! Transfer in the Real Time Gross Se"lement (“RTGS”) system to designated account for the purposes of payments of
$1 million or more. Please contact «BrokerShortName» for details!
3.! If you are applying jointly with any other person, you must complete the Joint Holder Informa!on and each joint holder must
sign the Applica!on Form at the place indicated.!
4.! All Applicants must be at least 18 years old and must a"ach a cer!ﬁed copy of their T.R.N. card or Jamaican Driver’s Licence
displaying the T.R.N. !
5.! Share Cer!ﬁcates will not be issued unless speciﬁcally requested through your broker. Instead, the shares allo"ed to a
successful applicant will be credited to his account at the Jamaica Central Securi!es Depository (“JCSD”). If the applicant does
not have a JCSD account, one will be created by your broker and the allo"ed shares deposited to that account. Applicants may
refer to the no!ce posted on the JSE website (www.jamstockex.com) for instruc!ons on conﬁrming Share Allotments!
6.! All Applicants are deemed to have accepted the terms and condi!ons set out in the Prospectus and the Ar!cles of
Incorpora!on of the Company generally.!

T4!, S'-#! " F ( U,' B1 B( 5'( O"%1!
D+#' A//%!-+#! " R'-'!6'&: ___________________________!

T!*' R'-'!6'&: __________________________!

P+1*'"# M'#4 &: C4'7.' / A.#4 (!,+#! " L'##'(!

C4'7.' N.*3'( ( L'##'( D+#': ________________________!

P+1*'"# V+%.': ___________________________!
!
B( 5'( S#+*/ +"& S!2"+#.(':!

P
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%: ______________________________________________!

